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Rep. Marty Meehan (D-Ma.) spoke Monday.
By Michael Madormo
Heights Staff
Congressman Marty Meehan - Massachusetts Fifth District andChair ofthe
House Armed Services Subcommitteeon
Oversight and Investigations - spoke on
Monday at Boston College Law School
about hisrecent trip to Iraq, the country's
militaryreadiness, and his effort torepeal
the military's "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
policy.
Meehan began by outlining his longstandingopposition to "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell," which was the result of a compromise during the Clinton administration.
"We let 350 linguists gobecause of their
sexual orientation," said Meehan. "It
wasn't a popular issue, for me it was a
moral issue The American people are
in favor oflifting the banand are in favor
of endingthe discrimination."
As Chair ofthe House ArmedServices
Subcommitteeon OversightandInvestigations, Meehanhas attempted to expose
the truthbehind the policy andshow how
it is at odds with national security interests as well as its discriminatory nature.
He holds up the fact that he had such a
hard time finding a speaker to debate him
on the issue as evidence of the changing
nature ofpublic opinion.
"People don't want to talk about the
issue anymore, that's how we knowwe've
won. When we tried to have a debate at
the Kennedy School, we could not get
anyone to debatethe other side. Society
is changing."
Moving on to the Iraq issue, Meehan explained that he had visited Iraq
in 2003, 2005, and again recently in
2007-with each trip the situation was
"progressively worse." Meehan did acknowledge that, "regardless of weapons
of mass destruction,Iraqis were glad that
Saddam was gone in 2003."
Due to the failure to provide thebasic
necessities of life and "win the hearts
and minds" of the Iraqis, the situation
in Iraq has deteriorated over the course
of the last four years. In 2005, Meehan
released his White Paper titled, "Iraq:
Light at the End of the Tunnel," which
described the need for the redeployment ofAmerican troops. At the time, it
was attackedfor being defeatist, but the
thinking on Iraq has movedmore toward
phased redeployment, showing Meehan

...

See Meehan, A4

BC and Recyclemania
- After the third week
of the contest, BC is
currently ranked No. 16
overall.

- This week's recycling
rate: 33.66 percent;

2.64 pounds of
recyclables per person

- Last week's recycling
rate: 32.45 percent;
2.68 pounds of
recyclables per person
Source: recyc/emaniacs.org

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

The BC women's hockey team and nursing students played a game ofsled hockey against the Chariots, a team from the Mass. Hospital
School. The fourth annual event is a fundraiser for the Chariots, which is comprised ofyoung adults with physical disabilities.

Housing Humanity
back to the United States, as Habitat's
disaster-reliefprogram was hailed as a

By Emily Koruda
Heights Staff

success.

Habitatfor Humanity has been praised
Once HurricaneKatrina hit the Gulf
through the years as an active force and Coast in 2005, Habitat once again sent
leader in internationalvolunteer organivolunteers to the region. Nearly one and
zations,with Boston Collegegroupsfrea half years have passed, however, and
quentlyjoining its efforts. As a nonprofit, the organization is currently being critiecumenical Christian housing ministry, cizedfor low numbers of rebuilt houses.
Habitat seeks to eliminate poverty Katrina left nearly 250,000 homes deworldwideandprides itself on providing stroyed. After the storm, Habitat had
housingfor familiesin need. Functioning 50,000 volunteers in the region and a
solely on volunteerlaborand donations, $127 millionbudget. To this day, 10 homes
the organization has become extremely have been constructed in Bay St. Louis,
well-knownwith volunteer membership Mo., 36 in New Orleans, La., and 416
increasing dramaticallywithin the past more scattered along the entire coast,
five years.
totaling around only 702 once current
Onlyrecently hasHabitat come under construction is complete.
scrutiny in its response to disaster-afHaving spent $61.5 million of their
fected regions of the United States budget, Habitat plans on getting 1,000
following Hurricane Katrina - an area more houses completed by August. Afthat is also the focus of the Appalachia ter that, it plans to build 1,000 more.
program.
This statistic still falls short of the work
achievedfollowing the tsunami.
Immediately following the 2004 tsunami that swept clean areas of Indonesia
With spring break only a week away,
and Thailand, Habitatfor Humanity was BC's own Appalachia volunteers are
on the scene to provide assistance. The
preparing three service trips to the Gulf
organization was able to accumulate Coast region to hopefully aid not just
enough volunteers to repair andrebuild Habitat for Humanity, but other volunteer organizations still making progress
nearly 8,500 damagedhomes. This amazingly high statistic seemed to resonate in the area. One group is going to New

when approximately 600 students will
staff the 36 Appalachiaplacements in
disparateplaces from Wilmington, Del.,
It is 6 p.m. on Sunday andthere is an to New Orleans, La.
exodus across campus. Duke is just beThe program's journey from 12 volginning to pick apart theBoston College unteers in 1978 to the enormous organidefense in Durham, N.C., but still they zation it is today has not been without
come. Music, singing, and clappingpour its growing pains, however. It has faced
out oftheEagle's Nest. Trip leadersform criticism for everything from the moa tunnel to welcome participants into tives of the participants, to its price, to
the crowdedroom. Over 500 people will the campus social scene surrounding
attend tonight's meeting, far exceeding the trips.
the 323-person capacity of the Eagle's
In talking with administrators and
Nest. This is a meeting ofthe Appalachia participants of the program, it became
Volunteers, a gathering of the campus' clear that the program has many of the
largest student organization.
advantages and defects that one would
Since October, this group has been expect from a large organization.
meeting weekly to hear speakers, watch
"I think it can be very hard to have a
films, and reflect upon their impending really great educational experience, no
trips to obtain at least a rudimentary matter how great our speakers may be,
understanding of the places they will be crammed into a room with that many
visitng. This is a part of the Appalachia people," said Tammy Lidell, Appalachia's
mission: to learn about the realities of faculty adviser. "The willingness of the
poverty in the United States, discuss the participants makes it work - they are
willingto accept this fate and accept the
injustices ofentrenchedpoverty, and consider the relationship between faith and realities ofit by listening andparticipatsocial justicethroughout the year.
ing whilekeepingthings mostly orderly."
The exodus across campus prefigures
Problems aside, thereach ofthe proa larger exodus starting this Saturday, gram is enormous. Dispersing a multitude
By

See Habitat, A4
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Women
reflect on
Catholicism
By Casey

Guerin

Heights Staff

"When I woke up this morning and
the snow, I thought to myself, 'If
you're going to have a series on women,
of course Mother Nature would want to
show up,'" said Dawn Overstreet, assistant director ofthe Church in the 21st
Century(C2l).
Braving the snow, nearly 100audience
membersfilledthe Heights Roomfor the
second installment of the C2l's series
on women in the church, "Called to Be
Catholic: Practices thatNourish Women's
Spirituality."
The panel featured three Catholic
women who shared the unique experisaw

See C2l, A5
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direneed ofreliefwork includingtree and
debris removal. In these areas, Appalachia willbe working withCorpus Christi,
another volunteer organization.
Appalachiaalso did work in the Gulf
Coastlast year.Melissa Gambatese, leader of thePass Christian trip and A&S '07
said, "The tasks includedgutting houses
that had been flooded in New Orleans
and a number ofprojects in Biloxi, Miss.,
including working in conjunction with
HandsOnUSA and Persevere Volunteers
clearinglots, gutting houses, administering a community redevelopmentsurveyto
residents of trailer parks in the eastern
part of the city, and some physical work
in Pass Christian."
Even though BC is not necessarily affiliatedwith Habitat, Appalachiawill be
working with it in Hattiesburg this year.
"Appalachia is not a chapter of Habitat
for Humanity. Instead we participate in
whatHabitatcalls'CollegiateChallenge.'
We enter into a pool of other schools
willing to dedicatevolunteers for a week

See Dorothy Day, A4

Appalachia spends spring break in service
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Orleans, La.; one to Hattiesburg, Miss.;
and one to Pass Christian, Miss., totaling
about 60 volunteers. Areas such as New
Orleans and Pass Christian are still in

"A saintis someone whodoesordinary
things in an extraordinaryway." Those
famouswords byDorothyDay resounded
last night as an eclectic audience of
students, professors, Jesuits, nuns, devout Catholics, and curious spectators
gatheredtogetherto watch a screening of
the documentaryDorothy Day: Don't Call
Me A Saint. The diverse audience was a
testament to the continuing relevance of
Day's message, even 70 years after she
began her life's work.
The documentary opened with a
black andwhite photographoftheyoung
Dorothy Day, which gave no indication of Day's strength, courage, or the
amazing endeavorsshe would undertake
throughout her 83 years of life. In the
background, those whoknew her spoke
of her, saying that Day was "brave" and
filled with "conviction" and ideas that
were so advanced that they could have
been "divinelyinspired." From early on,
Day was lead by the beliefthatlife should
not be so hard for people and that she
would do allshe could to help those who
suffered from inequality.
When she was about 20 years old,
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Appalachiavolunteerworkers gut a house in the Gulf Coast on a summer trip.
of students across

the eastern United

States, the Appalachia Volunteers have
a profound ability to both touch lives in
a variety of settings and the opportunity

to experienceentrenched social and political problems, from urban poverty in
Cleveland,Ohio, to disasterrelief in Pass

Christian, Miss.

directorof Campus Ministry, the budget
budget of the program hovers around
$320,000, most ofwhich is raisedby the
students.
Despite the high cost of the trips, Erps
defends the expenditure on the basis of
the long-rangereturn.
"We recognize some ofour graduates

Allthis traveling doesn't come cheap.
According to the Rev. Jim Erps, S.J., the

See Appalachia, A8
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BRA to allow for flashier lights
and signs in certain city areas
According to The Boston Globe, the Boston Redevelopment Authorityhas announcedits plans to amendthe
city's zoning code so flashier, glitzier electronic signs
may be displayed.It has been more than 30 years since
big flashing signs were outlawed everywhere but the
seediest parts of the city, but now the BRA wishes to
shed some lighton theparts oftown that seem too dark.
Saying that they want colorful electronic marquees to
create an atmosphere similar to that ofTimes Square
in New York, the BRA will be applying the new rules
to the Theater District, the South Boston waterfront
near the Convention
near Fenway Park.

Center, and Lansdowne Street

Teachers' demands for higher
pay met after year's negotiation
On Tuesday night, Boston teachers and the school
system came to a tentative contract agreement toraise
teachers' pay so long as they help stiflethe rising price
ofhealth insurance. The agreement came after more
than a year ofnegotiations and a threat from teachers
to strikefor one day. According to aBoston Globe article,
the contract would raise teachers' salariesbetween 13
and 14 percent over previously agreed-upon salary
increases between September 2006 and August 2010.
At the same time, teacherswould need to increase their
contributions to health insurance premiums from 10
to 15 percent. The agreement also allowsfor greater
autonomy at 20 low-performing schools.

New bill aims to help increase
student loans, decrease debt
According to a U-Wire report, senators and representatives fromboth major parties have come together
supporting the Student Aid Reward Act, a bill that is
aimed at making college more affordable for lowerincome students. The bill, nicknamed the STAR Act,
was introducedearlier thismonth andwould encourage
student loans to be providedby theU.S. Treasuryrather
than by subsidized loans from private companies. By
eliminating theneed for the governmentto underwrite
student loansfrom banks, theSTAR Act would generate
$13 billion in savings without any additionalcost to the
taxpayer, accordingto the CongressionalBudget Office.
Thebill was introduced by four senators, two ofwhom
are Democrats and two ofwhom are Republicans.

A U-Wire story has reported that the average college student engages in at least 11 cell phone calls
a day, according to a new study from Virginia Tech
University. Those calls are often split evenly between
immediatefamily members and a significant other or
friends. Most of the568 VirginiaTech studentsofmixed
backgrounds cited security andtheincreased ability to
contact friends and family as reasons for frequent cell
phone use, said Peggy Meszaros, professor of human
developmentand directorof the Center for Information
TechnologyImpacts at VirginiaTech.This is the largest
study of its kind ever done, Meszaros said. According to
a summary of the report, most calls were made after 6
p.m., when calls on most service plans are cheaper.

ON CAMPUS

TheAlfredP. SloanFoundationannounced on Tuesday that 118 outstandingyoung scientists, mathematicians, and economists havebeen selectedtoreceive the
prestigious Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship. One
recipient was Boston College's assistant professor of
mathematics, Benjamin Howard. The new Alfred P.
Sloan Research Fellows are engaged in research at the
frontiersof various scientific andmathematicalfields,
and are faculty members at 52 colleges and universities
in the United States and Canada.

A Guide to Your

NEW YORK(AP) - Wall Streetrebounded
fitfully Wednesdayfrom the previous session's
416-point plunge in the Dow industrials as
investors took comfort from comments by
FederalReserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, but
still showedsigns ofunease aboutthe economy
A recovery in some overseas markets following a worldwidesell-off Tuesday also lent
some support to U.S stocks, but the advance
lacked some conviction - the major indexes
fluctuated through the morning and into the
afternoon, with theDow rising as much as 137
points beforepullingback andthen advancing
again. The Fed chairman allayed some of the
fears about a slowdownin the U.S. and Chinese
economies that fed Tuesday's drop; remarks
earlier in the weekfrom former Fed Chairman
Alan Greenspan contributed to Tuesday's
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Businessman wants stand-in to

take beatings from his wife
When a Chinesebusinessman'swifefound out that he
had amistress, he advertisedonlinefor a stand-in to be
beatenup by hiswife in orderto protect hisreal mistress.
"When the woman found out herhusbandhad a mistress,
she insistedon beating her up," the Beijing Youth Daily
reported, citing the advertisementthat was posted on
an online jobs forum on www.sina.com. The newspaper
said that more than 10 people had applied for the job,
and the "successful" candidate would be 35 and from
northeastChina. She wouldbe paid3,000 yuan (about
$400 dollars) for every 10 minutes ofabuse.
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VTech study finds that college
students are glued to phones

UNDER REPORTED

Alfred P. Sloan Research
Fellowship awarded to BC prof.

Stock market rebounds
after Tuesday's sharp drop

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Pilar Landon,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For

future events, e-mail, fax,

or mail
a detailed description of the event

and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jeff Weinstein, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
JON HRUSA / AP PHOTO

1995 ban on killing
elephants may be lifted
ADDO ELEPHANT PARK, South
Africa (AP) - Throughout South Africa
the elephant populationhas catapulted
from near extinction to explosion - prompting the governmentto reconsider itsban on
killing the beasts. EnvironmentMinister
Marthinus van Schalkwyk said Wednesday
that South Africa might have to resume
slaughteringelephants as part ofa package
of measures that also includes contraception and relocation to try to prevent the
world's mightiest mammalfrom wreaking
havoc on more delicate animal and plant
species. The idea of reversing a 1995ban
on killing elephants is especiallystriking
given that populations in other countries
are low, and that, globally, the elephant is
classed as "vulnerable."
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Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Stuart Pike, Arts and Review Editor, at
(617) 552-0515, or e-mail review®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
Clarifications/ Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believewe havemadea reporting error, haveinformationthatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact

Patrick Fouhy, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
2/23/07 - 2/24/07
Friday, Feb. 23

Saturday, Feb. 24

4:04 p.m. - A report was filed at 90 St.
Thomas MoreRoad regarding a studentwho
reports that a photo of her has been placed
on a website withouther authorization. This
is the second incident of this nature. BC Police Detectives will again assist in getting it
removed from the site.

12:32 a.m. - An officer stopped a vehicle at
21 CampanellaWay that was being operated
in a suspicious manner. The driver assaulted
theofficer andfled the area. After a brieffoot
chase, he was apprehended.During the arrest,
a loaded semiautomatic firearm was taken
fromhis person. He was charged with unlawful possession of a loaded firearm, assault &
battery on a police officer, being a disorderly
person andresisting arrest. He was booked at
BCPD Headquarters and was held in lieu of
$5000 cashbail. A second party who was with
him andis wellknown to law enforcementauthoritieswas interviewedandreleasedwithout
charges. The driver was arraigned in Brighton
DistrictCourt on Feb. 26.

7:03 p.m. - A report was filed at Walsh Hall
regarding a confiscation of alcohol from an
underage party. A criminal complaint may be
filed against the party.
7:59 p.m. - Areport was filed at Conte Forum
regarding smoke coming from a parked motor vehicle. A party with no BC affiliation
was removed from the vehicle and a smokey
fire from a pile ofcharcoal was extinguished.
The party was transportedby ambulance to
a medicalfacility to be assessed. The fire appears to have been intentionally set.

Voices from the Dustbowl
"What are you doing for Spring Break?"

"Nothing. I'm going home
and relaxing. I might go on
a road trip"
Brian Davis,

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

?

CSOM '10

"I'm goingto
Appalachia"
Jennifer Liao,

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

?

CSOM '10

-Clarification: In reference
to last issue's report on the
stabbingin Vanderslice, RA's
werecontacted/respondedas
soon as the fight broke out.

4:37 p.m. - Areport was filed at BCPD Headquartersregarding a BC student whohadbeen
trapped by a bus door when it closed. The
student was released and was not injured.

11:15 p.m. - A report was filed at O'Neill 5:28 p.m. - A report was filed at Walsh Hall
Library regarding an underage intoxicated regarding a larceny. The suspectmay beknown
party who was taken to a medicalfacility due to the victim'sroommate's boyfriend. A detective will investigate.
to injuries from a fall.
?Source: The Boston College
PoliceDepartment

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distributionproblems on campus,
contact Lauren Sottile, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

"I'm going to Tampa
Bay"
Steven Bichimer,
?

CSOM '10

-Witnesses neversaidthe victim was under the influence.

-In last issue's editorial, it
incorrectly stated that
The Heights would no longer
be allowed to attend any
future TRUTH meetings.
was
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Speaker explores Panel: 'theocons' in secular U.S.
Chiapas' struggle
By Joe Zaleski
Heights Staff

By Amanda

Heights Staff

Del Balso

On Tuesday evening, a representativefrom theRed dc Defensores spoke to BostonCollege studentsaboutthe large-scalethreats
that globalizationposes for the
indigenous people in Chiapas,
Mexico. Manuel Mendez Guzman
titled his lecture "Communities
Confronting Globalization."
Guzman is one of29 members
ofthe Red dc Defensores, a group
that fights against human rights
abuses of the indigenousZapatista
people. Heworks with CorryBanton ofthe Mexico SolidarityNetwork,a U.S. lobbyingorganization
devoted to protecting immigrant
rights, to spread awareness about
the challenges facing the indigenous in Chiapas. The Mexican
government currently gives no aid
to thesepeople.
The Zapatistas of Chiapas,
Mexico,havechosen to break away
fromthe Mexican governmentand
live in indigenous communities.
Chiapasis the southernmost state
of Mexico andrich with natural
resources. The majority of the
populationis indigenous, andlives
under marginalized conditions.
The Zapatista uprising began Jan. 1, 1994, in opposition
to the implementation of North
AmericanFree Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) that occurredthat same
day. Guzmanbegan his lectureby
explaining that the indigenous
people realized that their economic and social lifestyle was
dramatically threatened by this
treaty, so they decided to rebel
immediately.
He mentioned that one particular aspect of NAFTA that
was damaging to the indigenous
communities was that free trade
between Mexico and the United
States made cheaper corn crop
available, which virtually destroyed the indigenous peoples'
main economic export.
Guzman added that theMexican government has been violent
in its opposition to the Zapatista
movement in Chiapas.

Although there were numerous
attempts at peace talks between
the indigenous and the Mexican
government in 1996, the Mexican government decided to fund

"paramilitares" or paramilitary
groups to intimidate the indigenous populations.
Guzman explained that his
organization, the Red dc Defensores, was established Dec. 1,
1999, to fight many of the human
rights violations that were occurring at the hands of paramilitary
groups. "Red dc Defensores"
literallymeans the "networkofdefenders." Guzman explainedthat
the group originated as a group
of people from the indigenous
communities who were invited to
take courses and learn about the
humanrights violations that were
occurring.

The Red dc Defensores made
the protection of human rights,
especiallythe protection of women, its major priority from the
start of its organization until the
year 2006. As a result of the Defensores' efforts, 11 paramilitary
leaders were detained, including
two leaderswho were responsible
for coordinating paramilitary
activity in many other areas of
Chiapas.
Interviews with these two leaders revealedthat the paramilitary
was receiving instructions from
the Mexican government about
whom to kill.
In 2006, theRed dc Defensores
started a new movement with economic, social, and environmental
goals for the indigenous communities, said Guzman. Many of
these movements are in response
to recent laws, which prevent the
indigenousfrom owning and passing on communal land to their
families.
Many of the indigenous have
been displacedfrom their original
homes and now live with neighbors
or in temporary camps without
potable water or electricity.
Theyare hopefulthat this new
movement will continue to decrease the human rights violations
in the Zapatista communities.

With the election of George
W. Bush in 2000, America has
witnessed a considerable surge
in religious discussion within the
political sphere. Discussion has
come from the "religiousright,"
a term that is primarily applied
to Christian sects that influence
or seek to influence the law and
politics.
Many people, however, see
this "religiousright" as breaking
down the separation of church
and state, an idea rooted in the
Constitution. To address this
issue, the Boisi Center for Religion and American Public Life at
Boston College sponsored "'The
Theocons' in American Public
Life" last night.
This panel discussionfeatured
Damon Linker, former speechwriter for Rudolph Giuliani and
author of the book The Theocons:
Secular America under Siege, as
well as Jorge Garcia, a professor
of philosophy at BC.
The event was being moderated by Alan Wolfe, director of
the Boisi Center, who said that
the conversation would focus
on Linker's book as well as "the
role of religion in a democratic
society."
Linker beganby definingtheoconservatives or "theocons" as
a group of Catholic intellectuals
that, through a Christian-moral
construct, use politics as a wayto
reform "secular society."
The most vocal proponents
of this theocon movement, he
said, are Michael Novak, George
Weigel, andthe Rev. Richard John
Neuhaus.
The theocons, according to
Linker, see the current secular
society as unsustainablebecause
it denies the fact that America
is a nation founded on Puritan,
Christian ideals.
Linker went on to note, however, that this is the point of
departure for many thinkers.
Secularists acknowledge that
America has its roots in Puritanism, yet they claim the framers
of the country went on to reject
this overt religiosity in favor of
a complete separation ofchurch

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Panel participants discuss religion and its role in American public life and politics.
diverse, however, Catholics and
and state.
They say that the EstablishJews sought to make a change to
ment Clause in the Constitution thecivil religionfrom the outside
affirms this separation. FurtherandProtestants advocatedamore
more, they contend that certain
orthodoxpiety from within. Both
were pressures which eventually
groups ofAmericanshavetriedto
tear downthis barrier, but numercaused its downfall in the mid
ous modern Supreme Court cases
19605.
have reaffirmedthe originalintent
Today, America is witnessing
a new push for a civil religion.
of the founders.
Theocons believe that the Linker said this new religion
framers recognized the imporwouldnot be liberallike its predetance of religion in society and cessor, but instead would assume
included the First Amendment a moreorthodoxoutlookinspired
as a means to protect religious
by Christian social work.
Linker believes that this atidentity. This notion, however,
has recently been under attack, tempt will fail because America
and therefore must be protected is too diverse.He stated that the
through politically democratic only option is no central religion
means.
whatsoeverand a complete sepaLinker stated that he believes ration ofchurch and state. After
both accounts to be "distortions this argument, professor Garcia
of the historical record." He also was given thefloor.
noted that the founding fathers
He stated that contemporary
were deistic Episcopalians that
American politics is not his speadvocated a civil religion, a wacialty, yet, he does support the
tered-downcombinationofProtidea of moral politics because
estant and Newtonian-scientific it discusses "genuine conflicts"
ideals.
that the government is called to
As the country became more address.

Garcia went on to say that a
secular America "under siege" is
not such a terriblescenario. In his
eyes, the theocons can serve to
"deepen,elevate,andreform" the
political discussions in American
government.

Garcia then dissected five
particular areas in Linker's book.
These were: life, family, science,
the "Jewish problem," and the
"liberalbargain."
At the end of this discussion,
Garcia stated that instituting a
gag rule on religious ideas will
only serve to hamper meaningful
political discussionin the future.
In his response, Linker stated
that he is not opposed to discussing matters from a religious
standpoint, but, "the problem
comes when they win."
He believes that the religious
discussion is not really aboutpolicy issues, but insteada concerted
effort to "change thedefinitionof
America."

Who's behind some of the best companies
in the world?
When you advance your career at Deloitte & Touche USA LLP and its subsidiaries (the Deloitte U.S. Firms),
you'll be working with some of the best known companies in the world. We offer opportunities for growth
in assurance, financial advisory, tax and consulting services. So when you're ready to put your education
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Despite concerns, Day founded Catholic Worker
Habitat successful
Habitat, from Al

frastructures havebeen damaged.
Not only does this mean more
damage has been inflicted upon
these cities, but the systems of
legislationand bureaucracy have
been practicallydestroyed. These
towns do not have the revenue

at certain sites across America,
and we are set up with churches
or community centers, etc. for
shelter, and work sites that need

volunteers," said Gambatese.
or organization
Unlike the
Humanity to construct new
other GulfCoast
has accomplished
regions, Hathomes.
Gambatese
tiesburgreceived commendable goals'.'
less damage and
noticed similar
therefore is approblems when
proaching the
?Melissa Gambatese, she visited the
region last year.
construction
A&S '07
"One of the bigstage. "Hattiesburg got a lot of interest in terms gest constraints I witnessed in
of constructing new housing, and Pass Christian over the summer
this year [Habitat] is buildingsix was a lack of local government
new houseswhich is amazing. We
support. Half of the residents of
are happy to be a part of it," said
Pass Christian had fled after the
Tammy Liddell, Campus Ministry storm, and the local government
Faculty Advisor.
was doing little in the ways of
One difficulty Appalachia has relieffor the community."
One possibility for why conhad to face in these regions is the
fact that the program provides struction was so efficient in Indomostly nonskilled labor. It will nesia in 2004 was that there was
be more difficult in upcoming less bureaucracy and government
years for theprogram to continue regulation. Volunteers had a lot
buildingin these areas since most ofcontrol in deciding where and
whatkind ofhouses to build.
volunteers are unfamiliar with asEven though the rebuilding
pects of construction. As ofright
process is slow, many volunteers
now, the only significant work Appalachia can do is disaster-relief believe Habitatand other similar
in areas that are still extremely organizations are doing the best
they possibly can. "I believe that
disheveled.
Even though critics are coming consideringthe situation, includdownhard on Habitat's progress, ing the slowing stream ofvolunLiddell believes theses claims teers and donations and overall
to be unjustifiable. "It's almost support for the rebuilding effort
provocative that people believe in the GulfCoast region, Habitat
Habitat's not doing its job. It is for Humanity has accomplished
trying to retain its integrity. It's commendable goals," said Gamnot justbuilding and handing out batese. "The need for houses will
be present for years to come, and
homes, Habitatbuilds homeownso will Habitatfor Humanity. As
ership which takes time."
Liddell also believes that one for Appalachia, I believe that its
major setback is the fact that in presence in the GulfCoast region
so many regions, entire city inhas made a difference." \u25a0

"Habitatfor

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Above: A screen shot from the Dorothy Day documentary shown yesterday.
Left: Kathe McKenna, founder of Haley House, discussed the
accomplishments of Dorothy Day and theCatholic Worker Movement.
Dorothy Day, from Al
Day was on the verge of becoming a media journalist. She said
that she wanted to write so that
people would see the injustices
that existed.Her work as a journalistlead Day to become a social
activist.
Day is probably most well
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Meehan severelycriticizedthe
Bush administrationfor incompetence in the lead-up to the Iraq
invasion. "They used 9/11 to get
us into Iraq. They used it without
thinking about the consequences
of it every step of the way - being
wrong about the intelligence,manipulating the intelligence."
Going further, Meehan criticized the conduct of the war,
especially the poor treatment
of veterans. "There is example,
after example, after example, of
the United States governmentnot
giving a damn about the people
it is serving," Meehan said. "We
have a whole new generation of
veterans that are returning with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
and our VeteransAffairs system is
not equipped to deal with it. Why
doesit happen?Because we don't
takecare ofpeople in the military
the way we say we do."
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knownfor co-founding The Catholic Worker with Paul Maurin in
1933. The Catholic Worker was a
newspaper begun during the Great
Depression to speak out about
issues of homelessness, hunger,
poverty, etc. The paper was written by individuals from all over
NewYork City whoworked for no
salary. It was sold to the public
for just one penny, is still around
today, and is stillsoldfor a penny.
The Catholic Worker Movement
has its roots in the newspaper.
One of the key principles of the
Catholic Worker Movement was
to care for the sick, the poor, the
hungry, and thehomeless.
But what was truly important
to Day was people's actions. Day
participatedin many protests and
gave talks around the country
aboutworks of mercy, peace, and
community. Day was arrested
several times for her acts ofcivil
disobedience,but she continued
to dowhatever shecould to make
a difference.
There is an anecdote in the
documentaryabouttwo homeless
women who came to Day one night
looking for a place to stay. Day
was forced to turn them away because therewas noroom for them.
A few days later, one ofthe women
came back andtold Day that, after she turned the two away, her
friend felt so hopeless that she
threwherselfonto the train tracks
andtookher own life.
Hearing this, Day was spurred
into action. According to the
movie, Day wasted no time and
tookthe $5 that was in her pocket
andused it as a downpayment on
an apartment where she would
allow the homeless to stay. This
apartment was the first "house
of hospitality" ever begun at The
Catholic Worker. By 1941, 30 of
these houses existedin the United
States, Canada, and England
- today there are more than 180
aroundthe world. "We can throw
our pebble in the pond and be
confident that its ever-widening circle will reach around the
world," said Day.
Day's life was by no means an
easy one. She was kicked out of

her home when her father heard
she was going to become a journalist, because, at that time, it
was not an appropriate job for a
woman. In addition, she underwent an illegal abortion, entered
into a common-law marriage,
had a daughter, and was forced to
leave the man she loved to follow
her faith and continue with her
work, all before the age of30. In
a sense, as Day struggled to save
the souls ofthe suffering, she was
also struggling to come to know
her own soul.
Many consider Day's life a
challenge to all and an invitation to follow a selfless life. Day
asked herselfwhat kind of world
she wanted to live in and tried
to model her behaviors to bring
about the changes needed to live
in such a world. Her life dares
individuals to do the same.
After the documentary,Kathe
McKenna-who founded Haley
House, a support house for men
established in Boston and modeled after Day's houses of hospitality-spoke briefly about the
documentary. McKenna commented that the documentary
is rather "dangerous" because
"there is a sense in it which is so
romantic," andthat it "makesher
[Day's] life so appealing,when,in
fact, there is nothing appealing
about it," said McKenna.
Another man who works at
HaleyHouse, Adam, spoke about
the "pain anddrama, tragedy,and
fear" that encompassedDay's life,
but that are merely glossedoverin
the film. Adam noted that these
are all characteristics necessary
to truly engage in service for others and live a life fighting against
injustice. McKenna stressed that
in order to meet Day's challenge
andlive out her will, one must be
careful notto simple imitate Day's
actions, but to imitate the spirit
with which Day undertookevery
endeavor.
Day diedin 1980, and in March
2000, the Catholic church declaredher a Servant ofGod, which
is thefirst step towardsainthood.
The church is still undecided on
whether it will bestow upon Day
the full title of saint. Ironically,
Day didn't want to be called a
saint because she believedit gave
peopleanexcuse notto followher
example.In her own words, "Don't
call me a saint. I don't wantto be
dismissedso easily." \u25a0

Meehan, from Al

Korea, Meehan encouraged discussion to find diplomatic solutions to the disputes. "This ideaof
the sable-rattling is counterproductive," Meehan said. "I'm not
sure it was a good ideato refer to
the "Axis of Evil." We should be
lookingto engage whereverwe can
- it doesn'tmake us look weak."
When asked about what students can do to bring about
changes in the current policies,
Meehan encouragedmore student
organizations as well as moreletter writing to pressure Congressmen. In addition,Democrats need
to formulate a cohesive alternative and "step up to the plate."
In his 15 years in Congress,
Meehan has been a national
leaderin campaign financereform
and fighting big tobacco,was the
source of the "MilitaryReadiness
Act" to repeal "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell," andreceived an awardfrom
the Human Rights Campaign. \u25a0
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C2l event explores Catholic identity of women
C2l, from

Al

Mass., beaches were always accessible to Sweeney and were a
large part ofher life. As she grew
older, the ocean took on a more
spiritual meaning for her. The
sight ofsuch a vast body of water
puts her own troubles in perspective, while listening to the waves
puts her in touch with the more
elementalthings in life. The coming andgoing of the wavesremind
her that although some problems

ences that shaped theirrelationship with Catholicism and the
customs they practice today in
order to sustain theirfaith: Kate

Carter, IREPM alumna; Sister
Mary Sweeney, SC, Campus Minister; and NancyPineda-Madrid,

assistantprofessor of the theology
department and IREPM.
Carter spoke first, discussing
hertraditionalCatholic upbringing. As a child, she grew very
attached to thechurch. Although
this lefther with cherishedmemories, it also presented a few challenges with which she continues
to struggle today. "Ibelieve these
struggles offer the most growth
and potential," said Carter.
She referenced author Sue
Monk Kidd's idea ofthe "feminine
wound,"which asserts that merely
being born female puts women at
a disadvantage andrenders them
inferior.
"I really internalized that
idea as a child. I didn't trust my
instincts, I doubtedmyself deeply,
and I didn't trust the authority of my own experiences," said
Carter.
Referring to herself as a "lifelong Catholic girl in recovery,"
Carter said she constantly served
othersbefore herselfuntil working
in impoverished areas here and
overseas in her 20s opened her
eyes to thelife she was leading. "I
beganto look atthe worldthrough
the eyes ofthese people, and not
the top-down authority I had
been viewing myself through."
Carter began to question the
structures that she had put so
much faith into in the past, and
the internaldoubtstellingher she
was never good enoughbegan to
be challengedin abattle that she
still fights today.
There are three areas she
focuses on to protect her "internal sacredness:" personal
solitary practices, activities in
the community,and constructive

can seem enormous,soon enough

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Three women addressed the BC community Tuesday as part of a Church in the 21st Century panel discussion on the practices of Catholic women.
practices.

Carter said, she tries to center
herself at least once a day or on
thetask at hand. By doing something mindfullyandfully immersing herself in her present actions,
Carterkeeps herselfpresent in her
emotions and learnsfrom them.
She also tries to rest when she
can. "I'm trying to exercise the
spirituality of 'no,'" said Carter.
She finds holiness in rescinding
her need to be responsible for
everything and taking timeto take
care ofherself.
Carter also finds herself guilty
of being an "over-giver." After
talking with friends, she realized she never let herself receive
because she was scared of the
vulnerabilityproduced by being
open to others. "I need to know
interdependence, so I don't always have to be in control. My
gifts are more authentic out of
that place."
Within her community, Carter

is activelyinvolvedin her ministry
and small groups of women, not

all Catholic. Although she loves
her church, it cannot nourish her
in the ways other women can, althoughshe hopes that willchange
in the future.
"In my women's groups, I feel
that my whole self is welcome,
not just the pieces the church
acknowledges," said Carter.
She also expressed her belief
that sheneeds to be part of something constructive for her spiritualpractice. Toachieve this goal,
Carter works with other women
in non-violence workshops that
teach women to be peacemakers
in their own daily lives.
"We recognize our brokenness
and accept that it's okay. Through
these workshops, I offer my own
growthand journey as aresource,"
said Carter.
Pineda-Madrid spoke next
about her experienceas a Catholic "inthe margins." Growing up in

New Mexico and Texas, different
images and food shaped her religious imagination and stretched
it beyond the boundaries of traditionalCatholic teachings.
"We would have enchiladas
for dinner, andwhen I was young,
they were just quesadillas.But as
I got older, my motherwould add
more chili since I could handle
the spiciness as I was older. I
think that marks my growth, not
only physically, but spiritually
as well."
Pineda-Madrid said she always felt that, somehow, her religious experienceswere different.
Institutions and authority figures
did not defineher faith. "I had a
different sense ofwhat it means
to be Catholic," said PinedaMadrid.
When she lived in Seattle,
Pineda-Madrid attended Spanish masses at odd hours since
those were the times no one else
wanted the church. Although it

hurt, Pineda-Madrid said it also
acted as ablessing since she was
able to prayregularly.
After participating in a sweat
lodgewith NativeAmericanCatholics, she redefined confession
and her faith. In the pure darkness, she and the other members
confessed their personal and
collective sins and were cleaned
by the steam.
"Every few years, I go into
nature on a silent retreat to be
renamed by God," said PinedaMadrid. She also cited speaking
to and maintaining relationships
with female spiritual directors.

"I want women to guide me
becausethe symbol offemaleness
functions so powerfully," said
Pineda-Madrid.
Sweeney spoke last of her
three methods of nourishing her
soul: trips to the ocean, keeping a
journal,andkeeping the liturgical
calendar.
Growing up in Dorchester,

they too will pass.
She alsonoted that ever since
she was a sophomore in high
school, shehaskept a journalas a
way to find her voice and decipher
what is going on within herself.
"I often ask myself, if I were
marooned on a desert island,
would I bring a book or a blank
journal? And I don't know the
answer; that's how important
my journals are to me," said
Sweeney.
In her journals,she reflects on
the Scripture, or writes down a
quotation or piece of Scripture
that has guided her that day."l
call it 'my exorcist,' since it helps
me escape what has made its
home in me," said Sweeney.
Althoughshefrequentlywrites,
Sweeney rarely looks back and
reads over her old thoughts.
Sweeney alsofinds it comforting to keep a liturgical calendar.
"It is celebrated in the here and
now, but exceeds thelimits ofour
time and space." She noted that
she likes it because it is a tradition
she can pass on and share with
young Catholics.
"It draws Catholics together
across the world," said Sweeney.
With the liturgical calendar
also come rituals for Sweeney,
such as the memory of walking to
Lent Masses with her father.
"It's a way to build family
traditions. We may take it for
granted, but they are a rich source
of life," said Sweeney. \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

BC students to
serve over break

"Humor is also a way of saying something serious."
?

T. S. Eliot

THE ISSUE: Hundreds of BC students will participate in trips
WHAT WE THINK: Bring the experience back to campus
In whathas become an annual display
of the culture of service on the Boston
College campus, over 700 students will
trade beaches and beds for shovels and
hard hats on nationaland international
service and immersion trips.
AppalachiaandPedro Arrupe claimto
offer an alternative to the typical spring
break. Insteadofrelaxing and recharging
their batteries, students in these orga-

visit. Meet people and listen to what
they say, go in with your eyes open, and
remember - you alsohave aresponsibility
to bring this experience back and share
it with others.When people let you move
into their lives and tellyou their stories,
it doesn't come free. It comes with the
understandingthat you will make it worth

their while.

These trips are not
one-weekaffairs. They
nizations are sent on
come with strings atintense educational and
their tached, and those
journeys filled with
strings lead to furin ther actions. Classes,
"big picture" issues batteries,
like systemic poverty,
student groups, and
these organizations professors
economic policy, and
all can help
social justice.
are sent on intense deepenthe aexperience
and direct proactive
Appalachia will
educational journeys integration of the trip
send over 600 students to 36 different
into your life.
communities throughWith numbers
out the United States;
comes influence. When
picture" issues
Pedro Arrupewill send
700 people decide to
about 60 volunteersto
do something, people
four different counsit up andtake notice.
So, do something when you get back.
tries in Latin America. These numbers
are enormous, and they speak strongly
Don'tlet the experienceofgoing outside
to the BC community's interest in and your comfort zone end next Saturday.
devotionto socialjustice issues.
Let it make you uncomfortable when
Participants, however, must rememyou get back. You share an experience
ber this: You are ambassadors of your of service-learningwith a large number
programs, friends, family, and school.As
of your fellows, so go make some noise.
ambassadors, you bear the responsibilA week won't change the worldunless it
ity to form a constructive and congenial changes your world.
relationship with the communities you

Instead ofrelaxing
recharging
students

LUCIA BENAVIDES / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

filled with "big

Study shows increase
in narcissism
THE ISSUE: Report finds college students narcissistic
WHAT WE THINK: Doesn't mean they need to be
Areportreleased todayfinds that students are more narcissistic than ever. And
the most pervasivecause? Survey says the
"self-esteemmovement" of the 1980s is
the culprit.
Manyparentsraising children during
this time focused on
making their children
feel "special," which
studies say led to an
overly self-centered

to have romantic relationships that are
short-lived, at risk for infidelity, lack
emotionalwarmth, and to exhibit game-

playing,dishonesty, and over-controlling
andviolentbehaviors,"
due to narcissism, it
does not mean we cannot recognize these
to
problems and change
them.
Certainlythis studies findings are genourparents
eralizations, but the
results
do reaffirm the
as a
often-repeated conit is
cept of the "me" gen-

While this study
may point
the attention

generation.

Researchers believe these modern
methods of childrearing will have a
negative effect on society, including the
"breakdown of close
relationships with
others."
While this study
may point to the attention of our parents

of

negative
within
factor,
our control to
develop successful
relationships with
one another

as a negative factor, it
is within our control to developsuccessful
relationshipswith one another.
Just because a study finds that, on
the whole, our generationis "more likely

eration.

At Boston College,
have many opportunities to make sacrifices for the greater
good and to move beyond our self-absorbed
generation. Let us take
advantage of the opportunities granted
to us by the University and realize our
purpose at BC: to apply ourselves to academic pursuits, and above all, to devote
ourselves to serving others.
we

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Current system overlooks the voices of student leaders
Within the coming week, the there are fewer than a handful of those themselves inadequatein their service
Boston CollegeBoard of Trustees will supportive administrators, and two to students and student issues.
come together and meet for the
of the most important and influential
We choose to stand up and tell
fourth time during the period we advocates for students are no longer you, BC administrators, the people
have been in office. But unlike the working directlywith us at the UGBC. with power, that your system is flawed.
past three meetings, they will not be To those of us who have worked for We have earned a clear and strong
allowed to hear directly from change, this situation, is at best chilling. voice on this campus and with the
It has been eye-opening and Board of Trustees, not just a brief
any BC students this time.
This reversal of a standing disappointing to us as student PowerPoint presentation three times
invitation has come about because leaders on campus to realize that the a year, but a powerful voice that can
either the trustees, or more likely BC system in fact creates roadblocks create a better environment for our
one or more BC vice presidents,
that most often prevent student students, who, after all, are the reason
have decided that although we have leaders from accomplishing anything that BC exists. We merit a seat at
been promised time to present at substantial in their four years. What the tables where decisions are made.
each of these meetings, neither should take one week to resolve takes Make no mistake, we will continue
we nor any other students will be in three months, and what should to work within the present structure
attendance this week. This is a glaring take three months never happens. for the good of our fellow students.
exampleof a greaterproblem that exists Student leadership at BC is often a Know, however, that you will no
here at BC. Simply put, BC students never-endingcycle ofhopefulattempts longer be able to treat us
do not have a truly respected and and disheartening failures, of making like voiceless children.
important voice on campus. The clear proposals and getting noresponse.
We ask you directly to
existing system of "participation" is
So what are we supposed to do, give all of our students, we who are
set up more to appease studentsrather as student leaders who truly care the most integral members of the
than give thema seatat thetableswhere about student issues? In our view, BC community, the respect that we
decisions affecting them are made. we have two options. We can quietly have earned through our leadership.
Instead, we as leaders of the persevere within the system and hope We challenge you to begin to steer
Undergraduate Government of Boston that some portion of our originalgoals away from the status quo that prevents
College, among many other student will get accomplished or at open dialoguewith student leaders.We
leaders, most often sit earnestly least get considered. Or we are among the many student leaders
on committees that cannot truly
can stand up and clearly state
who care about our school and this
accomplish much more than dialogue. the reality, that our community and we are worthy ofgreater
And althoughwe are sometimes present system is severely flawed. influence than we have been allowed.
at Board of Trustees presentations,
Students on this campus
One thing we can guarantee on
we are reprimanded if we dare to
need and deserve a true voice as well behalf of our fellow students is that,
broach any topic or proposal that as real support from all of our BC fromthis point on, every studentleader
involves important changes that administrators. We deserve to have will no longer accept a system that is
can affect all of our students. representatives on the Board of designedto see us fail or fall short. Our
We contend that if there were BC Trustees, we deserve respect from all timehere is too short and our interest
administrators that truly placed a administrators, and most importantly in improving our school is too great.
higherpriority on BC students andcared we deserve to have our issues,
Santiago Bunce
more about our issues, our student
suggestions, and proposals heard.
leaderswould not face this exclusionary We deserve all of this, if for no other
UGBCPresident
perspective. Unfortunately, however, it reason than because too many of our
Justin Nunez
has been our first-hand experience that administrators have proven
UGBC Vice President
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football team
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Who needs cable? I'm all
about the rabbit ears.
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Some adopt children. Others adopt
pets. But yesterday, St. Joseph Univer-

sity's student newspaper, The Hawk,
announcedthat the school was adopting
afootball team - and not just any team.
The Boston College Eagles were their
first choice.
"It's easier to adopt a team than to
create one," said Dan Harris, student
vice president for student affairs at St.
Joseph's. "[St. Joseph's] has so many
financial commitments at the present
timethat creating afootball team would

The

be prohibitivelycostly."
We're honoredto have a fellow Jesuit
school adopt one of our teams. In discussing the St. Joseph'smove, TheHeights
decided that, well, if other schools were
adoptingthings such as teams, we might
like a few things ourselves.
Here goes:
Ahighway.
Apanda.
Tom Brady's illegitimate child.
Florida State'sbaseballfacilities.
Akicker - wait, we already did.
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The "interesting channels"
(History ChannelJLC,
Discovery, National
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READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Addressing the Viet-raq complex
(U-WIRE) AMES, lowa - Comparing the wars in
Iraq and Vietnam provides an excellent measurement of the progress of American leadership and
publicreaction. Vietnamprovidedlessons applicable
to the occupation of Iraq. Yet saying that the Vietnam and Iraq wars are synonymous is an oversimplified attitude with dangerous implications. Both
engagements were mistakes,but in distinct scenarios
requiring different policies to save face.
Since Vietnam, the public has maturedmoderately while politicalleadership has lagged behind,
if not worsened.
One area that hasn't improved is the severe lack
of political leadership. On one account, the Bush
administrationis as incompetent as the Vietnam-era
administrations.Both underestimated the natives'
resentment of the United States, as well as their
tenacityto fight offforeigninfluence. Cultural awareness doesn'tpierce the thick-headedOval Office any
more now than it did during Vietnam.
Politicians conducting the Iraq invasion ignored
military advice, just as they did in Vietnam. The

use of limitedwarfare was poorly executed in both
situations, as thePowell Doctrine of overwhelming

force will attest to.
Even more upsetting is the use ofdeceptionby our
"trustedleaders."The LBJ administrationused the
GulfofTonkin incidentwhile the Bush administration claimedIraq had a nuclear weapons programs.
Alesson for Americansis to never againbe fooledby
leaderswho simply claim to fightfor Americanideology, particularly freedom. The public conditions of
anti-communism and terrorism anxiety havecreated
climates of fear. These sentiments produced blind
support for inappropriateaggressive action.
Poor leadership and a gulliblepublic are the obvious evaluations the wars share. On the bright side,
public opinion and treatment of troops have made
phenomenalimprovements.
The horrors of war were seen in American living
rooms for the first time during Vietnam. Horrified
by whatthey saw andknew ofthe war, many Americans took their outrage out on the troops - an easy
symbol to blame. Soldiers returning fromVietnam

were frequently scrutinized. Many wererejected from
their social communities, some denied jobs.
Americans can be proud of one thing aboutIraq

- widespreadand unwavering public supportfor the

troops. Americansbetterunderstand whereto place
their wartime criticisms. The appropriate bumper
sticker now reads "Support the troops, dump that

Bush."
Unfortunately, many see the reaction to hopeless Vietnam as a guide to a "no-win" situation in
Iraq. Vietnamshould not be used as a baselinefor
evaluatingthe current stage of the Iraq occupation.
"Vietnamization" does not provide a great dealof
insight for Iraq policytoday.
In fact, American involvement in Iraq and Vietnam originated in dissimilarcontexts. In Vietnam,
America interfered with an existing militant civil
divide. InIraq, America overhauledthesocial structure, creating an environment that's given rise to a
civil war. America has a responsibility in Iraq that
didn't exist in Vietnam.
Former ambassador Joseph Wilson held a com-

When hope springs eternal

...

mon view in his lecture last Wednesday. He made
regular criticisms of the Bush administration, including a comical re-enactment of the statement
"a smoking gun in the form of a mushroomcloud."
Wilson alsomentionedthat America has no place in
Iraq's civil war. His latter conclusion was faulty.
Ourfrustrations and criticisms must be aimedat
those who deserve it, and Americans are better at
that than before. We must not allow anger to lead
to rash actions at the expense of the Iraqi people.
Allowingthe country to slip into full-scale civil war
would be a travesty. The distinction of Iraq from
Vietnam cannot be emphasizedenough.Some think
we can leave with our tailbetween our legs. Ifwe do,
we cannot free ourselves of the fault brought by the
violence that will follow.
Despite initiating an unjust war, America cannot change the past and must follow through on its
obligationto help the Iraqi people.

Devin Hartman is a columnist for the
lowa State Daily at lowa State University.

Sending
mixed
signals

AndrewKaplun
About two weeks ago, on Feb. 16, an
eclectic collection of young prospects,
grizzled veterans lookingfor thatsecond
(or third or fourth) chance at the big
leagues, and established stars descended
upon the city of Port St. Lucie, Fla., as
pitchers and catchers reported for the
first day of spring training for the New
York Mets. To most people, this event
carries little in the way of significance,
but for me, it is a rare highlight of the
bleakFebruaries that I've come to lament
as a lifelong resident of the Northeast
and a lifelong fan of a team that has
done littlebut disappointin my lifetime.
As any diehard fan of any team will
tell you, there are certain moments that
simplybecomeburned into your memory. curveballstriking out CarlosBeltran with
As a fan of the Mets, there aren't any thebases loaded, two outs in thebottom
distinct positive memories. The only one of the ninth inning, the Mets down three
that comes to mind occurred in 1999, to one (not that I'm bitter or anything).
when third basemanRobin Ventura hit
But the essence of spring training
a 15th-inninghome run in Game5 ofthe does not revolve around the past
National League Championship Series disappointments of my team or any
against the Atlanta
team, though the
Braves, only to have
day that pitchers
is when every and
catchers report
Kenny Rogers walk Springtime
Andruw Jones in the team believes in its chance marks the beginning
Uth inning ofGame 6,
ofa longjourneythat
to surprise the world
will leave the fans of
clinching the series for
the despised Braves.
one team triumphant
There was the crushing defeat in the and thefans of29 others empty-handed.
2000 World Series against our crosstown
Spring training is a time of hope
nemesis, the New York Yankees (thank for the fans of many major league
you again, Timo Perez); the utter failure teams, especially those that are
of team management to maintain some underdogs, the ones who can't afford
semblanceofrespectability in the years to spend hundreds of millions of
following that World Series defeat; a dollars for the talents of one player.
Game 7 loss to the St.Louis Cardinals in
There is rarely a season that goes
the 2006 NLCS, with Adam Wainwright's by in Major League Baseball that

Nidia Fevry
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doesn't see the emergence of a surprise World Series Championshiphad finally
contender, and while the sports media worn off. But it was a young pitcher
often jumps on the story within the by the name of Tug McGraw who said,
first half of the season, the beginnings "You gotta believe!" as the Mets went
of these humble, upstart teams are on to win 21 of theirfinal 29 games,and
rooted in the small, intimate stadiums ultimately theNational League pennant.
of Florida and Arizona, where a rookie
Themoralofthe story is thatwhilethe
struggling to unleash his potential and Mets' epic comeback did not occur the
a career minor leaguerlooking for that
day that pitchers andcatchers reported,
final bit of redemption come together springtime is when Tug's famous saying
for the improbable quest for success. comes alive, when every team is a
They run against the grain, and contender, when every team believes
against all odds, and as the year rolls on in its chance to surprise the world,
towardthedo-or-die month of October, and when hope truly springs eternal
the long suffering diehards begin to for every team in our national pastime.
once again believe that this is their year.
I know I still believe in baseball
This season, I'll be rooting and the New York Metropolitans, and
for a successful season for my I plan to enjoy every last bit of hope
Mets, as I have every year. afforded by the optimism of spring.
Do they usually disappoint?
Absolutely. At the end of August 1973, Andrew Kaplun is a Heights staff
the Mets were in last place, looking as columnist. He welcomes comif the magic of their unbelievable 1969 ments at kaplun@bcheights.com.

... It's better than Christmas

season (though there's some gossip that
they're just a couple of gold-diggers
and that the marriages will never last).
Then, of course, there's Trot, our bluecollared-uncle who got laid off around
Thanksgiving. He's not around for
Truck Day this year, and you wonder
when the family started caring about
on-base percentage more than blood.
Of course, it wouldn't be Christmas
without a littleneighborly rivalry. On the
othersideofour Connecticutpicket fence
lies"theevilempire," theNewYorkYankees.
Youknow them; they're the neighbors
who always feel the need to one-up
everyone else's decorations. We put
candles in our windows, theyhang lights;

Matt Carroll
Winter just isn't complete without
at least in Boston it's not. Each
year, it seems like it takes longer and
longer to arrive, and this year was no
exception. A couple of weeks ago it
finally happened as I walked down
Boylston Street and saw the first few
whiteobjects fallfrom the sky and bounce
gingerly at my feet. The first snowfall?
Get with the program, folks. That
was way back in December. I'm talking
about Truck Day; the day every Sox fan
waits for once the season ends (which
was far too early for most of us in 2006).
On Feb. 12, with a pick-up truck and
crew tossing foam Red Sox baseballs
to spectators lining the streets, the
18-wheeler containing the fitness and
baseball equipment for the team'sspring
workoutscircledthe ballparkand headed
toward 1-93 to begin the long journey
south to Ft. Myers, Fla. Three days
later, pitchers and catchers reported
and spring training officially began.
It's toughfor outsiders to understand
the obsessionNew Englandershave with
the Red Sox. It's more than simple fan
appreciation - we're married to them.
When Papi smiles we smile too, and ifhe
cries, we cry withhim. When Varitekrubs
Papelbon's head after a victory, we rub
the stranger's head sitting two seats over.
And when Manny's beingManny, we11...
Manny is just Manny. You get the point;
we live and die with every pitch, every atbat, and everybizarre obligatoryepisode
that accompanies this team each season.
In an effort to better relay the significance

it

-

hang lights, they put candy canes
the lawn. No matter what you do,
they always seem to have an advantage.
But then Dad pulls off a Christmas
miracleand gets the equivalent of a live
Santa Clause and reindeer on the roof.
TheoEpsteincompleted the adoption
and brought a 26-year-old boy wonder
to the United States from Japan. In
Daisuke Matsuzaka, the Fenway family
has at long last won the free agency
decorationbattle with our less-thanfriendly next-door neighbors to the south.
Thisis the magic ofTruckDay andthe
start of anewRed Sox season. The cycle
oflife is played out right before our eyes,
as many membersofthe 2006 team have
moved on(some to better places, others
to Kansas City) and new life comes into
our midst. Old rivalries are renewed,
memories are relived,and the prospect of
a great season is on everyone's mind. The
"Wait till" has passed, and it's already
"next year." The Red Sox's new season
has begun, and not a moment too soon.
we
on
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ofTruck Day to the immigrants living in
Red Sox Nation, I decided to consult
a local legend and lifelong Red Sox
fan, Kyle Paice, A&S '07. "Truck day
is better than Christmas," he said. "It
gives you the opportunity to divert
your attention from the perennial train
wrecks that are the Celtics and Bruins
for the next eight months. I'll take
that over some lame sweater any day."
Just like a family gathering at
Christmastime, there are expectations
and excitement for the new season that
go along with fun and awkward moments.

Theregulars are all there:Uncles Varitek,
Schilling, Wakefield, Ortiz, and ofcourse,
the unavoidable crazy uncle who drinks
too much eggnog andhas a wayofruining
everyone'sgoodtime. We callours Manny.
SkipperTerryFrancona is thepatriarch
ofthefamily, guiding and directing allof
thehustle and bustle throughout camp.
The younger players like Dustin
Pedroiaand Willy MoPena arepregnant
with potential. There are the new
uncles and cousins, like J.D. Drew and
Julio Lugo, who have married into
the family over the course of the off-

Matt Carroll is a Heights
columnist. He welcomes

staff

com-

ments at carrolmx@bcheights.com.

Red lights, yellowlights, greenlights.
These extendwaybeyondregular traffic
signals, applying to the disconcerting
tensions of misguided college dating,
as well. Recently, I have found myself
constantly surrounded by those frustrated with the obliviousness of the
opposite sex. "What is wrong with
them?" Frankly, many have been trying
to solve this problem. What exactly is
going on the in minds of men that they
fail to interpret the signals that women
send them? Why exactly do some men
confuse innocent friendliness as an
invitation to a hook-up - and why are
they oblivious to those signals ofactual
interest?
As a woman, I would first like to
address men about the sometimes annoying assumptions they tendto make.
Many of you constantly bicker about
women's indirectness, but most women
are more direct then you realize. First,
you must understand that justbecause

lust because a woman is

listening to you, it
does not mean she
is romantically interested
awoman is listening to you, it does not
mean she is romantically interested.
Even if you share a conversation with
her when no one else is around, do
not assume this is a sign. Use common
sense: Ifshe flips her hair, it might mean
she needed to get it out of her face..
These "signals" do not automatically
mean that she is "hot for you" or that
she is willing to entertain any of your
misguided desires.These may seemlike
broad generalizations,but evenpage 110
of my psychology book agrees: "Men
have a lower threshold for perceiving
warm responses as a sexual come-on. In
study after study, men more often than
women attribute a woman'sfriendliness
to sexual interest."
Why is it that men can pick up on
these insignificant signals but not the
important ones? The oneslikebrightening up when you walkinto theroom, paying their undivided attention to you, or
evenbeinga littleawkwardaroundyou.
Pay attention to what is important.
Leave the slow-motion hair flips and
sips from the bubbler to the movies.
Dating does not have to be that complicated, and getting drunk to solve
your problems is not the best way out.
Insteadof just waiting to stumble upon
someone over the weekend, you could
try being polite during the week. The
unfortunately comatose state of chivalry has led to many misinterpreted
signals between the sexes. You may
solve many of your uncertainties by
asking a woman for her number or
asking her on a date. If she not interested, she will decline. No misinterpretation there: The mystery is solved.
I do not mean to completely deter you
from pursuing someone that is not
initially receptive. Sometimes women
send ambiguous signals because they
do not knowhow to act themselves. So,
women should not completely blame
men for not knowing. You have to be
careful that your actions follow your
intentions. This could prevent many
futurefrustrations.

Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at fevry@bcheights.com.
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iImnersdWhat?

Immersed in What?
As Pedro Arrupe and Appalachia, the two largest service/
immersion organizations on campus, prepare to send their
members to far-flung places this spring break, this two-partseries
aims to investigate these programs
to identify how they apply
themselves toward their goals and to investigate undercurrents
of dissent thatexist within each.
?

Part

1: Pedro Arrupe (Monday)

Part 2: Appalachia Volunteers - an alternative spring break. The
program has all the advantages and drawbacks of being the
largest organization on campus. For those willing to attend the
weekly meetings, Appalachia can serve as an introduction to the
immersion experience. While the social aspect of the program
allows participants, especially underclassmen, to meet new
people, many leaders are concerned that the alcohol-soaked
party scene is in conflict with the program's mission.

Appalachia, from Al
will be in positions of responsibility when they go out into the
world," Erps said. "As BC graduates, for them to have afirsthand
experience of poverty, that is an
extremely valuable part of their
experience. That wouldn'tbe ac-

complishedby simply cutting a
check [to theseplaces]."
As a predominantly underclassman organization, Appalachia can serve as an early introduction to the culture of service
atBC.

involved and consider what further action is appropriate.
"This is not a one-week trip,"
said Keating. "It is just a first
step, whether it encourages them
to further service work like applying for an internationaltrip or
just inspires them to think about
differentways theycan serve their
community."
Without an applicationprocess, however, the program cannot
pick and choose its participants.
Instead, peoplecome for a whole
variety ofreasons.
Do Motives Matter?

Immersedin a CultureofService
Student motives for joiningthe
Rev. Jim Fleming, S.J., the asAppalachiaVolunteers run a wide
sistant to the Vice President for gamut from altruism to gaining
University Mission and Ministry, new friends at BC.
has researched service organizaDamian Melvin, A&S '09, who
tions for his doctorate in policy hailsfrom the Appalachiaregion,
analysis and contends that a himself, has decided to see what
vibrant culture of service exists allthe hype is about. Havinglived
atBC.
in Somerset, Pa., Melvin said
"In 2001 on the freshman he wants to see if, living in the
survey, 50 percent of the sturegion for so long, he has simply
dents coming into college said beenaccustomedto the problems
[they intended] to do community therein.
service. By the time they gradu"I chose that area for two
ated, 76 percent said they had reasons. First, a selfish reason: I
done community service. That's really wantedto go closeto home,
an unexpected increase of 26 because my mom said she might
percent, a quarter of the class!" visit and bake for us. But the main
saidFleming. "One quarter of the reason I'm doing it is because I
entire student body didn't think know a lot of areas in my region
they were going to do something, are really downtroddenand I want
then came here and did it. What to see howreal it is," saidMelvin.
got a quarter of the entire class "I think the Appalachiaprogram
to change its mind? That is what itselfkind ofbuilds it up - maybe
I call this culture of service.
it's built up for kids from Long
"Besides courses, the next Island or New Jersey suburbs
most common experience at who haven't been to 'hickville,'
Boston College is volunteering. but for me, it sounds a lot worse
Youknow what the third one is? than I thought that it was. The
The Plex: intramurals or club reason that I'm going is to see if
I've grownup aroundit and I just
sports."
As the largest service orgadon't notice it or if it is anillusion,
nization on campus, Appalachia if they've built it up to be more
is intimately tied to this culture
than it actually is."
of service. With no application
While Melvin's motives seem
process, the organization is open genuine, others wonder if stuto absolutely anybody willing to dents, particularly young stumake the commitment to attend dents, might be doing this to
the weekly Sunday meetings. expandtheir socialnetwork.
This provides a
"Arekids dolarge group of
because someone ing Appalachia
students the
to expand
doesn't understand the just
opportunity
their network?"
the program said Arens, "I
to come to a mission
yeah,
greater awaredoesn't mean they can't think,
ness of social
some people
be exposed to it and are. For them,
problems.
What is parit's less about
changed by it"
service than it
ticularlyimportant, said Jenn
is about meeting people, iniArens, the ApJenn Arens,
palachia comtially. I don't
Appalachia Council
think that is remunity outreach
A&S'O7
coordinatorand
ally such a bad
A&S '07, is the program's ability thing, though, because, at the
to take peoplewith differentlevels end of the day, those kids get an
of social awareness and provide experience that is much deeper
them with both exposure to inand much more profound than
formationabout the issues and a they anticipated. At least they
shared experience of service.
are being exposed to a lot of the
"When you have a lot of people issues. It's easy to be down on the
on campus who have had these programbecause it incorporates
experiencesandknow a lot more kids that aren't going for the
thanyou do [about social justice], right reasons, per se, but what are
it can be very intimidating. You the right reasons? Just because
might be like, 'Oookay, I'm not someone doesn'tunderstand the
one of those social justice people,
mission of the program doesn't
that's not my scene because I mean they can't be exposed to it
don't know about this,'" said and changedby it."
Arens. "Thereis enough flexibility
While she recognizes the need
in Appalachiafor people to learn. for bonding, Arens also cautions
Campus is too easily split up into about letting it take over the
the people who know and who experience.
"I do think that there is pocare about things and the people
who don't.That division is really tential for those issues to get
negative because we should all trumped by the kind of gettingbe trying to foster a positive and to-know-you-setting.I think defipersonal learning experience for nitelymy freshman year tripreally
everybody. You have to try to didn'tget into the issues that they
reach the most people possible should have; we spent most of our
and encourage people to experitimeon the getting-to-know-you
encethings on their ownbut not in kind of stuff," said Arens.
Lidellsaid the hope is thatthe
a waythey are going to be thought
of as stupid or unfeeling."
diversity of motives among the
Shannon Keating, co-coordivolunteerswill alloweachparticinator of the Appalachiaprogram pant to respond uniquely to the
andLSOE '07, saidthat she hopes spring break experience.
the program, bybeing so large and
"Ithink thatthere are a variety
accessible, imbues a multitude of of motivations," said Lidell. "A
students with a drive to get more first-year student who is hay-

"Just

of

ing trouble making friends or
finding a niche here at Boston
College may look to Appalachia
to find 'people like me, people I
can relate to,' because someone
told them that that happened
for them at Appalachia. I can't
fault that motivationbecause it
happens for people, and if that's
drawingpeople in, perhaps some
of the other stuff that we give
them will rub off on them, even
if their motivation wasn't all of
those things.
"I think what happens for
some people is that the community that is built among the
Boston College students sort of
crosses all those motivations together. Even if some didn't come
wanting to knowabout justiceissues or wanting to put their faith
into action,they've met someone
in their group for whom thatwas
the motivation. Somehow, they
are able to share those experiences even thoughthey come with
different motivations."
This community Lidell speaks
of is formed out of the common
encounter with issues of poverty
and socialjustice. The community
features two major dynamics - an
intense devotion to the program
and close relationship to the
peoplewho share the experience
and a struggle to understand how
to bring that experience back to

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

campus.

Appaloveand Drunkalachia
These two social tendencies
have been summed up in the two
portmanteaux above.
The first, "Appalove," describes the feel-good nature of
the relationships formed on the
trips. Keating describedit by saying, "Appalove is this contagious
warm feeling to be with a group
of people that you'vereally connected with."
The community comes together in a curious way. Not
knowing even with whom they
will be sharing the experience
until threeweeksbefore the trip,
relationships don'treally gel until
participants have gotten away
from BC.
Kelly Dalton, CSON '08, relates a telling story ofhow, on the
drive down to her site, her group
wasn't able to sing an adequate
"Happy Birthday" to one of their
group members: "The first night
we went down it was someone's
birthday and we were all so embarrassedbecause when we were
singing 'HappyBirthday,' it came
time for 'happy birthday dear
-' and we couldn'trememberhis
name," said Dalton.
Thisinitial distance, however,
has a purpose said Caitlin Corrieri, transportation coordinator
and LSOE '07, in providing a
stable learning environment.
"Because our program is so
large," said Corrieri, "for stability,
it's easier tomeet as a large group
in the beginning. Part of our program, since it is open to everyone,
is that, in the beginning, it's less
about group togetherness and

about learning about the
Appalachiaregion and the issues
involvedthere. Partofthe excitement is getting to know people
during the week on the trip."
Dalton stressed the benefit of
meeting people in this manner
- something outside the college
norm of dorms, classes, and
more

parties.

"When you get there, you get
toknow people on a different level. It is something almostsacred.

[People on my trip] have a bond
on a levelI don't even share with
my roommates," said Dalton.
Yet,it is bringingthatbondback
to campus that has caused one of

the most talked-about elements
of the program: "Drunkalachia."
The issue has been brought into
the fore most prominently in the
Global Justice Project's "Freshman Disorientation" packet. It
says: "So go on these trips. But
go on themto further your education andcriticalunderstanding of
society, [and] economics don't
go to on them to takepictures and
get wasted with your group the
night you get back."
According to Keating, who
said she has been in a group that
has had these parties, the program has a history of parties the
first night back.
"My freshman year, we got on
the bus and [the leaders] passed
around a piece of paper saying,
'what do you want at the party
tonight?'"

...
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Over 600 Appalachia Volunteers (pictured above) will staffthe 36 placements (below) across the Eastern United States.
Whilesocialinteraction among
volunteers seems fine, this type of
culturedoesmuch damagebothto
the reputation andthe mission of
the program, said Arens.
"I think a huge flaw in the
organization in the past has been
that trip leaders have fostered
an environment, especially on
the night you get back from Appalachia, where it is a drunken
college scene. I think that that is
really,reallyunfortunate because
of those kids for whomthis is the
first such experience and who
might be thinking 'yeah, this is
a different way to do college, a
different scene for me, an opportunity to get away from all that.'
When the first thing you reachfor
when you get back is alcohol, it
negatesthat. It makes the experience you've had [on Appalachia]
all the more removed for people.
It's a thing you did in the past
and now you are here with your
friends and its back to the same
old s-t."
Toboth studentsandadministrators in the program, this shows
the tension betweenthe mission of
going outside one's comfort zone
and coming back to campus.
Lidell said that she was disturbed by this culture, as it was
counterintuitive to the Appalachia mission, but not particularly
surprised by it.
"The deepening of [participants'] friendships wasn't based
on a shared party experience as
some oftheir other relationships
might be. So I find it interesting
thatthose deeprelationshipsthat
peoplehave startedin a way completely different thananything on
campus, and then some of them
come back to campus and sort of
revert back to other socialexperiences they have with other folks,
but they do it as an Appalachia
group. I find that interesting and
somewhat contradictory. Is it
bad? I find it predictable," said

Lidell. "The question comes up
because it is contradictory. If
therewasn't anything wrong with
it, why would anybody be asking
that question?"
This phenomenon, which
seems so at odds with the nature of the program, is actually a
methodof processing an experience that has left people uncomfortablewith the way they fit into
the world, said Fleming.
"Is the idea of getting out of
your comfort zone so you can go
back into it? Or are you now supposed to be uncomfortable?When
you get back you think, T have to
fitback in somewhere,but I'm not
sure I do anymore.' When people
are stuck in places where they are
uncomfortable, drugs andalcohol
are one way to dealwith it," said
Fleming.
"How do you process that
experience? What you are running into is standard operating
procedure here at Boston College - you have a party. There is
nothingin andofitselfwrongwith
that,but mixing copious amounts
ofalcoholwithunderage drinkers
may not be the best wayto process
that experience. I'm not saying
it's a bad thing, but I'm asking
what might be other ways."
The Other Ways
This year'sAppalachiaCouncil
has made an effort to confront or
at least articulatethe problem.
Last weekend, 72 trip leaders
gathered at Dover, Mass., for a
retreat where they engaged in
serious conversation about the
program's socialculture.
"Paul read the [Freshman]
Disorientation packet," said Keating, referring to her co-coordinator Paul Chiozzi, A&S '07, "and
we held a panel on it. This issue is
important for us as a council. We
aren'ttrying to takeawaypeople's
social life, but we want to say

this is our challenge for you. We
wanted to especially talk about
the first night, since that sets the
tone for the rest of the semester.
This was a conversation, but I
think when we came out of it,
everyoneknew that no one's going
to havethisraging party the night
we come home."
Lidell said that she is glad
change is coming from the students.
"I've known the program for
seven years, and for those seven
years, the conversation [about
Drunkalachia] has steadily increased. As a student program, I
think it has to come from peers.
I could impose something on the
program that would change its
nature, but I think that is not
the most effective way ofbringing
about a change. Still, I'd love to
see the conversations continue."
In place of this party scene,
leadershave suggestedredirecting
efforts toward service expanding
on last year's first-ever Appalachia Awarenessweek.
"We're looking to get involved
with Habitatfor Humanity here in
Massachusetts to give us a way to
harness the enthusiasmbuilt on
the trips," said Keating. "Even if
it is havingpeople over to watch a
documentary or going to a lecture,
there are many ways to make the
afterpart constructive."
According to Arens keeping
things constructive means keeping Appalachia about what it is
supposed to be about.
"It's something that we do
have to talk about and at least
make people aware of and say to
the trip leaders don'tmakeApwpalachiajust about alcohol," said
Arens. "It's fine if your relationships lead to wherever they lead
to, but you need to make people
understand that this experience
is a lot bigger than getting drunk
and having people to get drunk
with." \u25a0
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News

SymTech Labs operates from BC dorm

Politics
Sen. John McCain (RAriz.) officially confirmedhis
'08 bidfor thepresidency last
night on theLate Show with
\u25a0

David Letterman; an adviser
said a formalannouncement
will be made in April.
\u25a0 Wednesday's editionof ABC
News- Washington Post polls
revealed that, among black
voters, Sen.Barack Obama(D-111.) is leading Hilary Clinton
(D-N.Y.) by 11 points for the
Democratic nomination.

Science
\u25a0

A spacecraft on its way to

Pluto flew past Jupiter yesterday; the strength of the
planet's gravitationai force
was so strong that it cut off
three years of the spacecraft's
predicted 12-year journey.
\u25a0 According to CNN, a recent
report to Congress revealed
that there is a 55 percent
chance that "some sort of
space debriscould penetrate"

theinternational space station;
there is a 9 percent chance of
a "catastrophicresuit over a
10-year period; the station
currently has a crew of three.

Technology
\u25a0

Book publishers Random

House and HarperCollins will
start allowing Internet users to
view the companies' books online;Random House has 5,000
titlesavailable through its service called Insight, while both
companies are allowing textto
be used on MySpace.com
\u25a0 Over the Lunar New Year
Holiday in China, an overweight, 26-year-old man died
from an extremetytong session
of playing video games; CNN
reportedthat about 2.6 million
- 13 percent - of China's 20
million Internet users under
18-years-old are classified as

"video-game addicts."

Business
The stock marketrecovered
yesterday after a "market mettdown" on Tuesday - the Dow
increased more than 100 points
during the early hours of the
day; Federal reserve chairman
Ben Bernanke calmedanalysts
and investors on Tuesday after
confidently saying that the
market was "working well."
\u25a0

\u25a0 Ford, currently ranked as
theUnited States' No. 2 automaker, announced yesterday
that its restructuring plan,
which it released last September, willrequire approximately
$11.18 billion - it accrued
$9.98 billion in 2006; shares
closedat $7.91 on theNewYork
Stock Exchangeyesterday

Entrepreneur Paul Symansky, A&S '09, runs his business - SymTech Laboratories - in his room in Welch Hall; SymTech is a technology research and design company with a focus on electronics.
By Michael O'Brien

MarketplaceEditor

With the rise of the Internet, student
by the

Numbers
$12 million
The amount a longtime,
unidentifieddonorto
the Collegeof William
and Mary is currently
withholdingdue to the
university's removal of
a cross from one of the
college'schapelsback in
October.

2
Thenumber ofPablo
Picasso paintings that
were stolenfrom his
granddaughter'shome,
according topolice.

$66 million
The total amount both of
the Picasso paintings are
worth.

QUOTABLE
"The [Bush] administration
appears to have made a very
costly decision that has resulted in a four-fold increase in
the nuclear weapons of North
Korea. Ifthat wasbased in part
on mixing up North Korea's
ambitions with their accom-

plishments, it's important,"
said Sen. Jack Reed (D-R.1.) in
an interview on Wednesday regarding North Korea's nuclear
weapons program.

entrepreneurs have surely increased in
popularity.The whole process of starting,
developing, and maintaining a business
is profoundly simpler after the construction of a Web site. There are millions of
Internet users to which onecan market a
business - the almost instant success of
the notorious Facebook is surely indicative of this phenomenon.
Many student entrepreneurs usually
focus on an ideathat is simple, yet at the
same time, lucrative. It wouldbe difficult
for one to manage a complex, technical business as a student. And so, many
student entrepreneurs' ideasfollowsome
formula that is Internet-reliant- for instance, creating a Web site that taps the
large well ofstudent needs.
But then there come student entrepreneurs like Paul Symansky, A&S '09,
who eschew the basics and go all out.
Symansky foundedhis company SymTech
Laboratories early last year, around February or March.
"I do prototyping and designwork in
the electronics and automotive research
industries," said Symansky. "Right now, I
do some manufacturingand production,
although our capacity is limited, but I
hope to expand that in the future."
Symanskylikes to call his areaofwork
'engineeringintensive.' He excels in jobs
thatare basedaround creative designand

engineering expertise.

Nevertheless, it's immediately apparent that this is a daunting task for a

20-year-oldcollege student. Many adults
wouldn't be able to handle the level of
technicality that Symansky's business
requires. He attributes a lot of the interest he has for his business to his passion
for cars.
"I've always had a passion for engi-

neering and mechanics and I've always
been exposed to it as well," said Symansky. "One of my biggest hobbies at my
homeis workingon my car andthat'skind
ofled me into a lot of different situations.
One ofwhich was - I was researching and
noticed that there are several parts that
aren'tproduced, or aren't produced well,
for my specific application as far as the
car goes. So, that led me into even more
research into the concepts andtheories I
wouldneed in orderto buildthese devices.
Once I realized it was pretty simple in
theory and that I could make one, I just
experimentedwith it a little. Eventually,
I came out with customizable,prototyped
circuit boards and I was able to market
them and they sold."
Ever since his first sale last year, Symansky has been expandingin capital in
order to graduallyexpand the business.
As of now, he has about six or seven
products available for purchase. The
first one he worked on is called a "fuel
cut defender."
"It's what we call a piggyback device,
which we use on automobilesthat have
been turbocharged," said Symansky.
"Basically what it does is trick the car's
computer into thinking that some ofthese
modifications that we've done aren't
there."
This procedure is useful because it
allows one to bypass the safety features
thatengineers installin cars, regardless of
whether the modificationis to be malevolent or to enhance performance. The car
will not recognize the modification.
"Thus, you will benefit from whatever
the modificationhas to offer."
After working on the fuel cut defenders, Symansky started working on "phenolic spacers."
"They are basicallygaskets madefrom
a composite materialthat isn't very good
at transferring heat," he said. "By doing
that, we're restricting the heatflow in the

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
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Grand theft artists

"It uses specialized motion tracking
ing-orientedpeople might know, cooler sensors to determine range of motion in
various bodilyjoints."
engines usually put out more power."
Symansky also recently branched
Concerning the actual design process,
out into using specialized automotive
Symansky uses several tools - primarily
computer technology called MegaSquirt, two computer programs called AutoCad
which is produced by Bowling & Grippo, 2002 and SolidWorks 2007. In order to
and devices called "data loggers." The promote SymTech, he purchaseda domain
former is unique because it allows oneto name several months ago. "Our Web siteis
control a car's engine.
currently under development, but you can
"I just did a group buy for those - I'm go to www.symtechlabs.com and you'll see a
screen shot of the finished Web site."
making four as we speak."
The latter, which are availablein sevIt is being developed by an indepeneral different models, allow one to grab dent web designer. Symansky is currently
majoring in biology. MaintainingSymTech
datafrom an engine's sensors.
"You can store it so you're free to look takes up most of his spare time, but he also
at it graphically later on in order to dedoes research in Dr. Clare O'Connor's lab
termine various engine parameters and investigating gene expressionin a species
car performance."
of yeast.
All in all, the business, so far, is a sucAltogether, Symansky's business is
cess, according to Symansky.
somewhat deceptive. After a quick summary of his products, one can easily tell
"I have my share of credit card bills.
it's groundedin the automotive industry. At this point, I would say that I've broken
But, by nature, it's truly an electronics even. All the money I've gotten out of my
business, I've put back into it in order to
business.
"While it seems like SymTech is expand my product lines. I'm always lookprimarily a products-based company, I ing to make something that my competitors
also do services," he said. "For instance, don'thave."
I have been contracted to design a few
In the end, technically-demandingbusiparts specifically for cars and for other nesses like SymTech don'thave be run by
technical professionals.
applications."
Interestingly, Symansky has plans to
"It does take a lot of learning, and
further diversifyit in the future.
though I may have not had a lotof institu"I'm trying to expand into the biotionalized learning,I do as much research
mechanical and research industries," he as I can - in fact, it's one thing I'm consaid. "I have one product I'm working on stantlydoing."
He encourages other student entreright now that is a lower cost version of
something that's already available - it's preneurs to pursue their ideas with equal
calledan 'automaticpipettor.'It distributes interest and conviction.
and dispensesliquids in a research setting
"Starting a business is a very difficult
at a quick pace and automatically, which thing to do," he said. "Iknow it'sdifficult to
is a benefit when you're working in high get startedon a product-basedbusiness bevolumes."
cause it requires a lot ofinitial investment
He also recently did brief work for a and, in orderto see anything,you have to be
Harvard Medical School study, which dealt really dedicated. Things might not always
with something called a "circumduction be lookinglike they're going you're way, but
engine and as some ofthe more engineer-

device."

Two famous Picasso paintings were recently stolen. B3

you really have to

stick with it." \u25a0

A look into stem cell research
Building your ownPC
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AP: Israeli troops mount new raid on West Bank
By ALI DARAGHMEH

responsible for dozensofsuicide
bombings and rocket attacks
against Israel.
The army said the troops tried
back in.
Saadibut he openedfire
to
arrest
Israeli
undercover
Jenin,
In
on them.
troops in a black car fired at aveTroops returned fire, killing
hicle carrying threeIslamic Jihad
two militantsand injuring Saadi.
gunmen, witnesses said.The army
confirmed its troops killed the After Saadi fled, continuing to
men, saying they had helped to fire, the troops shot him dead, the
army said.
plan an attempted suicide bombOne soldier was slightly
ing in Tel Aviv that was thwarted
wounded by gunfire.
last week.
In the Gaza Strip, Islamic
Twoof themilitantswerekilled
instantly, and the third, Ashraf Jihad spokesman Abu Ahmad
Saadi, was shot and killed after vowedretaliation. Hamas also
he scrambled out of the car and swore revenge.
Nablus, the largest city on
tried to escape, witnesses said.
Saadi was the spokesman for the West Bank with 160,000
Islamic Jihad, a militant group residents, is known as a hotbed
backed by Iran and Syria, and of Palestinian militant activity.
TheIsraeli army says most of the
suicide bombers involved in last
year's attacks came from the area.
The army's operation in Nablus
is the largest in the West Bank
since July.
On Wednesday, Israeli forces
blocked all entrances to Nablus'
crowded Old City - the focus of
theraid - as theypursued wanted
Forces briefly withdrew Tuesday, but at dawn dozensof jeeps
backed by bulldozers moved

AssociatedPress
NABLUS, West Bank (AP)
Israel on Wednesday clamped
down on this West Bank city
for the second time in a week,
confining tens of thousands of
people to their homes as troops
moved house to house in search
ofwanted militants.
In nearby Jenin, undercover
troops in a black car shot and
killed threemilitants in a parking
lot, including the chief spokesman for the Islamic Jihad group,
Palestinian officials said.
The army has been operating in Nablus, the West Bank's
commercial center, since the
weekend.
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Bunkos & Tacos To Go!

Boston's Best Burrito
1999,2000,2001,2002, & 2003
-- Improper Bostonian

ing stones.

Fifty people were detained,
although many were released,
theofficials said, and troops surrounded hospitalsto check people
going in and out.
"We can't continue to operate like this. Our patients are
suffering because the tear gas is
coming into the hospital," said
AdnanKuzeih, manager at Itihad

Best Burrito in Boston
1998,1999,2001,2002, & 2003
Boston Magazine
??

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
1412Beacon Street ? Brookline ? 739-7300
446 Harvard Street Brookline ? 277-7111
?

Residents said more than
100 jeeps patrolled city streets,
enforcing a curfew that confined
about 50,000 Old City residents
to their homes.
As troops moved house to
house, the army broadcast messages on PalestinianTV andradio
stations urging wanted men to
surrender.
The army said it has arrested
five people and uncovered three
explosiveslabs.
One Palestinian civilian has
been killed since the Nablus operation began.
Thewantedmilitantsremained
in hiding,but Palestinianofficials
said 10 people were wounded as
troopsclashed withyouths throw-

Porter Square ? Cambridge ? 661-8500
Davis Square ? Somerville ? 666-3900

MCT GRAPHIC

Hospital.
The army said one soldierwas
seriouslywounded by a bomb.
In the Gaza Strip, Palestinian
Prime Minister Ismail Haniyehof
Hamas accused Israeloftrying to
undermine Palestinian efforts to
form a unity government.
Hamas and the rival Fatah
movement are trying to finalize
a power-sharing deal reached in
Saudi Arabia earlier this month,
designed to halt months of infighting.
"It's clear that this Israeli
escalation is tied directly to
Israel's rejection of the Mecca
agreement, which strengthened
nationalunity," Haniyeh said.
The international community
hasbeen reticent about recogniz-

...
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ing the new government.

the program of the government
The platform falls short of inwill look like," she said.
ternationaldemandsthat Hamas
EU diplomats acknowledged
renounce violence and recognize
the Europeansmight be willing to
Israel's right to exist.
engage "with some elements" of
But Palestinian President the coalition government, adding
Mahmoud Abbas, a moderate such a selective approachmay not
from Fatah, has been trying to be shared by the United States.
During a recent trip to the
coax the West into accepting the
deal, saying it is the best he can region, Secretary of State Conget from the violentlyanti-Israel doleezza Rice said Washington
Hamas.
expects the new government to
Visiting European officials accept the international princisaid that divisions are beginning ples on dealingwith Israel.Israeli
to emerge betweenthe European Prime Minister Ehud Olmert has
Union andthe United States.
said he will not deal with the new
The EU external affairs comgovernment if it doesn't accept
missioner, Benita Ferrero-Waldthe international conditions,
ner, held talks with Palestinian although he wouldstillbe willing
officials.
to talk to Abbas. \u25a0
"Nobody yet has a clue what
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Spend this summer in Chicago and study at Loyola, ranked a top national
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Famous Picasso paintings stolen

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

This
Week

By ANGELA DOLAND
AssociatedPress

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

6

The Audacity of Hope. Barack
Obama. Crown, $25.

2

12

3

You: On a Diet. Michael F.
Roizen. Free Press, $25.

4

4

4

A Long Way Gone. Ishmael
Beah. Farr Straus & Giroux, $22

5

The Best Life Diet. Bob
Greene. Simon & Schuster, $26.

5

15

6

Marley and Me. John
Grogan. Morrow, $21.95.

6

8

'

The Innocent Man. John
Grisham. Doubleday, $28.95.

13

2

8

I Feel Bad About My Neck.
Nora Ephron. Knopf, $19.95.

8

63

9

The Proper Care & Feeding of
Marriage. Laura Schlessinger.
HarperCollins, $25.95.

9

5

10

About Alice. Calvin Trillin.
Random House, $14.95.

10

25

II

The God Delusion.
Richard Dawkins. Houghton
Mifflin, $27.

12

Born on a Blue Day. Daniel
Tammet. Free Press, $24.

I

o

The Best Life Diet. Rhonda
Byrne. Beyond Worlds
Publishing, $23.95.

*
-

1

7

7

-

1

"* Palestine. Jimmy Carter.
Simon & Schuster, $27.

14

Infidel. Ayaan Hirsi Ali.
Free Press, $26.

*" Cesar's Way. Cesar Millan and
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Melissa Jo Peltier. Harmony,

$24.95
*Indicates title has beenreviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide byPublisher's
Weekly.

PARIS (AP) - In a stealthy
overnight heist, burglars slipped
into the Paris apartmentofPicasso's granddaughter and spirited
away two portraits of women the
artist loved, slicing one of the
paintings out of its frame.
The thieves were so quiet that
the two people in the apartment
of Diana Widmaier-Picasso at
the time didn'thear them make
off with the art treasures, police
said.
The burglars left few clues, and
police said they were not sure how
the intruders gained entry.
The two paintings - one of
Pablo Picasso's daughter Maya,
the other of his second wife Jacqueline - together are worth an
estimated$66 million.
The paintings join 549 other
missing or stolen works by the
prolific Spanish painter, sculptor, graphic artist, and ceramist,
considered by many the leading
artist of the 20th century. According to the Web site of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York, Picasso producedmore
than 20,000 works of art during
his long career.
Art experts say that if the
burglarshope to sellthe paintings,
they are in for a surprise.
Any work by Picasso is "very
hard to fence because it's so wellknown stealing a Picasso is like
stealing a sign that says, 'I'm a
thief,'" said Jonathan Sazonoff,
who runs a leading Web site on
stolen art.
Katie Dugdaleofthe Art Loss
Register, which maintains the
world'slargest databaseon stolen,
missing, andlooted art, saidthat
although it's difficult, famous
artworks can be sold on theblack
market.
"Even though they can't get
full value, there'sstill some value,
unfortunately,"she said, particularly if the artworks are used to
fund other illegal activities, like
arms trading.
In high-profile cases like the
theft of the Picassos in Paris, recovery is likelybecause of intense
media attention and ramped-up
police efforts.
"Usually with things like this,

they're recovered right away," valuable as some other works
Dugdale said, noting that the - Picasso's "Boywith aPipe," for
paintings, already recognizable, instance, sold at auction in 2004
will become nearlyuniversally so for $78.7 million.
after their images appear in the
But the stolen paintings are
media.
important because the artist
For most works, however, she chose to keep them, said Pepe
said the average recovery time is Karmel, an associate professor
seven years.
at New York University and the
Investigators said Wednesday author of"Picasso andthe Inventhey were struggling to piece totion of Cubism."
gether what happened.
"Theywere meaningful to him,
Burglars entered the apartso he didn't sell them," Karmel
ment in a chic corner of theLeft
said.
Bank late Monday or early TuesIt was unclear if the thieves
day, police and the prosecutor's also made off with drawings by
office said. Police said they were Picasso.
examining a doorlock to see if
Police and the Paris prosecuit was broken, and were unsure
tor'sofficementioned only the two
if the alarm system had been paintings, but the director of the
turned on.
Picasso Museum in Paris, Anne
Onceinsidethe apartment, the Baldassari, said severalpaintings
thieves cut the edges of one paintand drawingswere stolen. She did
ing, "Maya and the Doll," to take not give details.
it out of its frame, a police official
The Art Loss Register now
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity becausethe investiga-

lists 549 missing Picasso pieces,
including paintings, lithographs,
drawings, and ceramics, said
BethKocher, an art historianwith
the register. In all, the group's
database contains more than
170,000 pieces of stolen, missing
or looted art.
Thenumber of missing Picassos is so large because he was so
prolific.

He createdso much in so many
different media, in fact, that it
is difficult to pinpoint an exact
number of his artworks - it depends on what counts as art.
Auctioneers in Paris in 1998
soldmatchboxcovers thatPicasso
doodledon, as wellas other small
treasures.
One item on the auction block
was a scrap of paper with a bloodstain on it. Belowthe stain, Dora
Maar, another ofPicasso's muses,
wrote: "Blood ofPicasso." \u25a0

tion is continuing.
The painting has sentimental

value for Widmaier-Picasso: It
shows her mother, Maya, as a
young girl in pigtails, eyes askew
in an off-kilter Cubist perspective. Another version ofthe painting hangs in the Picasso Museum
in Paris.
Maya was Picasso's daughter.
Her mother was Marie-Therese
Walter, whomPicasso met when
she was a fresh-faced, blonde
teenager. Their affair didnot last.
Four years after Picasso died in
1973, Walter hanged herself
Maya Picasso married Pierre
Widmaierandhadthree children,
Olivier, Richard andDiana Widmaier-Picasso, an art historian
and author of a book called "Picasso: Art Can Only be Erotic."
The other missing painting
is "Portrait of Jacqueline," and
the burglars took the frame with
it, police said. The painting was
one ofmany that depict Picasso's
second wife, Jacqueline Rogue,
whom he married in 1961 when
he was 79 years old and she was
in her mid-30s.
After Picasso died of a heart
attack, his heirs divided up the
paintings that he treasured over
the years. While the two stolen
portraits are worth tens of millions of dollars, they are not as

Interested in business, politics,
science, or technology?

Then write for
Marketplace! p

E-mail obriennf@bc.edu
if interested

Tech Journal

Some crucial pointersfor constructing your own PC
Matt Sbrogna
BostonCollege's Association for ComputingMachinery hosted an open event last

Thursday for those interested in
learning how to build their own
computers. Mike Wright, A&S
'07, who led the event, explained
the functions of the different
components of a computer, then
gave a step-by-step demonstration of assembling the parts.
If you missed the event, but
still want guidance in building
a computer, this is a general
overview of the steps you will
need to take.
You should first decide
on your computer's processor (CPU). The processor is
the most important piece of
hardware in your system, since it
carries out millionsofcalculations that your computer needs
to perform. Processor speeds are
measuredin gigahertz (gHZ).
One gigahertzwill be enough
for an average user, but those
who run sophisticatedprograms
and demand high performance
machines may require faster systems, such as a 3-gHZ model.
AMD and Intel are the two
types of processors. Intel is
the current market leader, but
the decisionbetween the two
is trivialfor most users. After
you choose a processor, your
next step is to find a compatible
motherboardand RAM.
Themotherboard is the
backbone that supports and
connects all components of your
computer. Most motherboards
come with basic video,sound,
and modem capabilities, though
serious gamers or audiophiles,
may desire a high-end, standalone video or audio card. Your
choice ofCPU dictateswhether
you get a Socket 370, Slot 1, Slot
A, or Socket A motherboard.
ATX variety motherboardsare
most common.

You will need a lot ofRAM

PHOTO COURTESYOF BIGAL-COMPUTERS.NET

Though building one's own computer seems dauntingly technical and complex, the process is relatively straightforward; crucial steps include choosing an operating system and motherboard.
to run multipleprograms at
once. RAM is your computer's

holdingboth datathat
needs to be processed and data
that has already been processed.
Most basic computers come with
512 megabytes of RAM but are
capable ofrunning two gigabytes. Programs launch faster,
video playback is smoother, and
it is easier to run many different programs simultaneously
while using a computer with two
gigabytes of RAM. Be sure to
check the compatibility ofyour
RAM with both your processor
and motherboard.
Deciding on a hard drive is
the next step. Ifyou plan on
memory,

storing a large amount of music

and video, you will need a big
hard drive. To start, 250 gigabytes should be enough, though
storage can easily be increased
laterif you need more space.
A SATA II hard drive is ideal
if your motherboardsupports
it because it has the fastest
datatransfer rate. If you have
an older motherboard, you will
need a PATA or IDE hard drive.
After deciding on a hard
drive, you should pick out a
DVD burner. Since all DVD
drives can alsoread CDs,
CD drives are now obsolete.
Also, DVD burner prices have
dropped drastically and only

cost about $30. There is now no
reason to get just a DVD drive
rather than a DVD burner.

One of the last things you will
need is a power supply (PSU). It
willprovide power to every piece
of hardware in your computer
from fans andthe motherboard
to the lights on thefront of the
case, so nothing under a 400Watt power supply is recommended.
If you have an underpowered PSU, you can damage the
various components in your
machine. You can find calculators online that will tell you the
PSU wattage you will need after
you plug in your current system

configuration.

After you have determined
what you would like your
machine to contain, you need
to decidehow you are going to
assemble it. There are hundreds
of types of cases and the one
you choose is almost completely
personalpreference. Almost
all do-it-yourselfusers will use
ATX-varietycases. The size of
the case depends on the number
ofhard drives and DVD drives
you plan to install.
Install your PSU by screwing it into the top rear of the
case. Next, screw your motherboard, withprocessor andRAM
installed, to the sidewall ofthe

case. Slide your hard drives and
DVD burners into their chassis and screw them into place.
Install any additionalfans you
may want to cool your system
and finally, connect all your
power wires and datacables.Put
your cases cover back on and
you are done buildingyour own
customized computer.
Connect your mouse, keyboard, and monitor, install your
operating system - and you're
done.

Matt Sbrogna is

a

staff columnist

for The Heights.He welcomescomments sbrognam@bcheights.com.
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Health & Science

Investigative board discoversflaw in 'Nature' study

ROBERT WILLETT / MCTPHOTO

An investigative board recently deemed data, which was part of a study published in 2002 in the renowned science journal 'Nature,' was flawed - citing that isolated, adult stem cells can differentiate into many types of body tissue.
By Alexis Mark
Heights Columnist

An investigative board has discoveredconsiderably flawed data in an article published in a 2002
issue ofNature. The article reported that isolated
adult stem cells could differentiateinto all of the
body's major tissue types. This discovery was
considered a victory for opponents ofabortion,
who usedthe findings to argue against embryonic stem cell research. Catherine Verfaillie, the
primary author ofthe article, said on Tuesday in a
letter to Nature that the flawed datashould not be
consideredreliable. It did not, however, influence
the article's conclusions, according to The New
York Times.
U.S. researchers are cautioning that biologists
have failedto recognize problems with a long-accepted technique for marking cells. Their findings
have called into question various studies involving the use ofadult stem cells. The debate centers
around the issue of whether adult stem cells

isolatedfrom a certain tissue can generate cells of
other tissue types, which can be used to repair any
damage caused by a disease.
The technique is called thymidinelabeling,
according to an article from the Feb. 1 issue of
Nature. Stem cells are usually withdrawnfrom one
tissue, marked withbromodeoxy-uridine(BrdU)
and thenrelocated to a second tissue. Verfaillie's
study has raised questions after herresearch team
found evidence that thymidine-labeledstem cells
die after being transplanted into the brain cells of
mice. In addition, Nature reports that these cells
wouldthenrelease a chemical that would be absorbedby adjacent cells, which continue to divide.
These other cells could mistakenly be considered
as the transplanted ones.
Peter Aldhous and Eugenic Samuel Reich, two
writers ofNew Scientist, first reported on flaws with
the article in this month's issue ofthe magazine.
Theynoted that the set of graphs in the Nature
article were identical to those in Verfaillie'sarticle
that was published in a different article.

The inquiry panel was established after Verfaillieasked the University ofMinnesota - where she
ledthe stem cell research - to examine the set of
graphs, which she explainedto be caused by confusion from preparing two papers for publication
simultaneously.Timothy Mulcahy, vice president
for research at the University of Minnesota, said
that the panel concluded no evidenceofscientific
misconduct,but insteadfound a problem with inconsistent data withregards to describing proteins
locatedon the cells' surface.
Both of Verfaillie's articles were sent to experts
in stem cell research in orderfor them to ascertain
whether the article'sfindings wouldstill be valid
if the inconsistent datawas eliminated. Three
experts agreed that the conclusionswouldstillbe
legitimate,whileone stated thatthey wouldbe
undermined.Mulcahyreported to The New York
Times that since there was this lack of agreement
among experts, the university thought that the
scientific community had to be notified about the
situation.
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Inreference to Weissman's beliefs, Verfaillie said, "Ithink he is still not totally convinced
they can make allthe other cell types." Weissman
did not reply to e-mailsfrom The New York Times
requesting his comment on this statement.
Apparentlythis is not the first time findings in
an important stem cell paper have been scrutinized. One examplecomes from last year, when
Hwang Woo-suk's claims to creating a series of an
embryonic stem cell lines from adults was discovered to befalse. Woo-suk's case, however, involved
fraudulent practices and differs from Verfaillie's.
Alexis Mark is a staff columnistfor The Heights. She
welcomes comments at markal@bcheights.com.
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Otherresearchers have reported difficulty
replicating Verfaillie's results, but presently, some
have succeeded in doing so. In a recent article that
she authoredwith Irving Weissman from Stanford
University, the two reported that adult cells would
make blood, but not differentiate into other tissue
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COMMUNITY

STUDENT
Tutoring in beginning Organic
Chemistry with Emerita
chemistry professor with over
20 years experience. Call 617-969-2452 for more information.

We're

HappyBirthday, Amy! Cleveland Happy Birthday, Tamer! Love,
Rocks! xoxox, Kimmie
Tom and Kirn

FRESHMEN: Be on the lookout
about the Freshmen Find, a
campus scavenger hunt with
Happy Birthday, Steph Hurley Happy Birthday, Lindsay! Your amazing prizes sponsored
-my fellow March 9 girl! Love, birthday could not have been by the Intersections Program.
Erika
placed in a better spot for your For details, visit www.bc.edu/
Mentor available for research
freshmenfind
21st! xo, Susan W.
and writing. Retired professor
Bon anniversaire Ruth-Marie!
and published author. Chemistry,
Beaucoup d'amour!
Happy Birthday, Joe! Hope you
psychology, and cultural studies
Always on Facebook? Friend
have a good one! Love, Phil
"BC Heights" for updates about
Happy Birthday, Cliff! We love
your favorite student newspaper.
you! Love, Walsh 603
Happy Birthday, Courtney!
We love you! Love, The Heights
Happy Birthday to our number Board
REWARD: Greg LeMond Spin-Cycle
one Gossip King! Love ya Paul!
taken
from Conte Forum; personal
anniversaire,
Bon
Erika! We
xoxo, Your Gossip Queens
love you! Have an awesome property: $100 return, no questions
asked. Contact Bob at 781-237-6719.
time in Paris. Love, The Heights
Can you say HAPPY 21st
Board
DIXON! Forget about mid-terms!
Go Celebrate! Love, NWT

APPOINTMENT SETTERS. GREAT
JOB FOR STUDENTS. PART-TIME
JOBS AVAILABLE. EARN HOURLY
RATE PLUS BONUSES. FLEXIBLE
HOURS. LOCATED IN CLEVELAND CIRCLE. CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION: ASK FOR DARCY
617-731-0300. OFFICE ASSISTANT
NEEDED.

looking

for

Want to place a

classified?
Call 617-552-0364
or

E-mail classifieds®
bcheights.com

a few exceptional students.
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At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members
who will become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world
externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition.
For more information, visit laAV.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Outstanding faculty
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* Rigorous academic programs
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sensational dessert experiences.
www.finaledesserts.com

ANXIETY DISORDERS RESEARCH PROGRAM

Are you a worrier? Do you have anxiety?

Extensive experiential
learning opportunities
Student facultyratio 15:1

The Anxiety Disorders Research Program at the
Cambridge Health Alliance is seeking participants for a clinical
research study involving investigational medications for the
treatment of anxiety. If interested, you will receive a specialized
diagnostic evaluation at no cost to you to see if you qualify to
participate in the study.

Quinnipiac University

Tax

create

For more information, call (617) 591-6016 or
email dsa@challiance.orq

SCHOOL OF LAW
Hamdcn, Connecticut
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Cambridge HealthAUiai.ce

Teach English in Japan!
" \u25a0?\u25a0':

Enthusiastic and professional individuals arc invited to apply to teach English conversation
to adults and children at one of our 300+ AEON schools throughoutJapan.

Recruiting in NewYork on the Weekend of April 21st
And on Weekdays throughout the Year
Seniors earning B.sl. / B.S. may apply.
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Competitive Salary
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We connect with
the poor and the
marginalized
in our world.
We share and
reflect our
experiences
in the light of
the Gospel.
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Assistance
Furnished Apartment
* Housing
Please e-mail resume and 500-word essay ("Why I
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Want t0 Live and Work in Japan by April 12 to:
aeonnvclSaeonet.com.

www.aeonet.com
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HUMBS WAY UP."9

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

Pass It On.

per and Kevin Smith, Guest Critic, EBERT & ROEPER
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We find our
hearts
transformed.
We are Christian
Brothers.
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with our hearts
affects the whole
universe.
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You've Got News
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"Funny and dark,
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and really sexy."

\u25a0Richard Roeper, EBERT &ROEPER

"...THE FIRSTGREAT
FILM 0F2007."
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Get The BC Heights
in your Inbox.

"...a smart, compelling
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film with powerhouse
performances."
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BOSTONCOMMON
19 FENWAY
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CINEMAS
1\u25a0 SHOWCASE
DEDHAM
RTE. U 128 EXIT 15A

1 781 326-4955

regal

Cambridge

1-800-FAHDANGO#73O 617-424-6266

SHOWCASE CINEMAS

SHOWCASE CINEMAS

REVERE
RANDOLPH
RTE. CI SQUIRESD. R1E139 EXIT 20AOFF RTI24
8

781 286 1660

781 963-5600

liberty

1-800-FANDANGO#733 1-800-FANDANGO»734 617-566-4040
(.fIMFRVII I F
AMC
SHOWCASE CINEMAS
FRAMINGHAMI6
theatre
WOBURN
FLIJTIE PUSS *T SHOPPERSWORLD 55DAVIS SQUARE
RTE. 128EXIT3SSRTE. 38
508 628 4400
617-625-5700 781 933 5330

BOSTON CAMPUS

1-800-357-3210
www.bostonbartender.com
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Women's Hockey East playoff preview
No. 4 University of New Hampshire

No. 8 Boston College

University of Connecticut

Providence College

Records:

Records:

Records:

Records:

(26-3-5) overall, (18-1-2) Hockey East

(17-14-3) overall 12-7-2Hockey East

(23-8-2) overall, 15-6-0 Hockey East

(15-15-4) overall, 12-6-3 Hockey East

At-a-glance: UNH, defending champions of
Hockey East after beatingBC 6-0 in last year's
final, once again won the regular season title in
2006-2007, taking 38 out of a possible 42 points.
They have not lost at home to a Hockey East team
in over two seasons. Their onlyloss in the league
came to BC. The Wildcats' two out-of-conference
losses this year were nothingto be ashamed of: a
2-1 loss to No. 2 Mercyhurst and a 4-2 loss at No.
3 Dartmouth.
Top Scorers: Sophomore Sam Faber, 14 G, 28
A, 42 pts; junior Jennifer Hitchcock 24 G, 12 A, 36
pts; freshman Kelly Paton, 13 G, 18 A, 31 pts.
Starting Goalie: Senior MelissaBourdon 20-3-

-4.U.GAA
Strength: UNH dominates puck possession
and shots on goal in almost every game theyplay.
Their defendersmake crisp passes to the wings to
set up the offense.

Additionally,their players are well-conditioned
for playing on the Olympic-sizedice surface of the
WhittemoreCenter.
Weakness: Goaltending.Melissa Bourdon has
a penchant for giving up soft goals,possibly due
to facing so fewshots in most games. She often
struggles on breakaways, as well.

At-a-glance: UConn, like BC, is a program on
the rise in Hockey East. Two weeks ago, they were
receiving votes in the nationalpolls after tying No. 2
Mercyhurst and defeatingBC, placing themsecond
in the conference. Since that point, however, the
Huskies have tumbled, falling to fourth.
Top Scorers: Junior Jaclyn Hawkins, 18 G, 18 A,
36 pts; freshman Dominique Thibault, 14 G, 11 A, 25
pts; senior Natalie Vibert, 9 G, 16 A, 25 pts.
Starting Goalie: SophomoreBrittany Wilson,
17-3-4, 2.33 GAA
Strength: GoalieBrittany Wilsonhas had a number ofremarkableperformances this year, includinga
52-save effort in UConn's 2-2 tic at UNH last month,
in which the Huskies were outshot, 54-17. Wilson
also made 32 saves, includingmultiple spectacular
stops, to give UConn a 3-2 victory over BC atKelley
Rink Feb. 10.

Weakness: Despite their obvious talent, UConn
has had some inexplicablelosses this season.
There were the two stunning defeats to Providence over the weekendand surprising losses to
lowly Brown, Vale, and Quinnipiac in out-of-conference play.
UConn will need to bring its A-game if it is going
to have any chance ofbeating UNH.

Wilson and Lombardi a
part of history at BC
Seniors, from B8

such a young team.
"You have to adjust depending on how the
season's going. When we are winning, we have to
continue to play well everydayin practice and carry
it to the games. When we are losing, we have to support and bring the team together so we can getback
to our winning ways," said Wilson.
"Trying to get everyonefocused on the same goal,
and on the same page is thebiggest challenge," says
Lombardi.
"Especially this yearwith [all thefreshmen] - as
wesaw after webeatHarvard, then we had a letdown,
[losing 3-2] against UConn at home."
Both agree that their proudest moment in four
years at BC came this year in winning the team's
second consecutive Beanpot title.

rani?

"It was great we were the underdogs," says
Lombardi. "It was a big win last year, too, but this
second one meant a lot more to me because it was
the last one."
"It was awesome to beat Harvard when they had
all oftheir Olympians back," Wilson added.
(Last year, Harvard had three players in Italy
playing at the Olympics duringthe Beanpot.)
"And then, to beat BU in the final to win our
second Beanpot [was special.]"
Now, these veteran Eagles are looking to go out
with a bang.
"We wrote down our goals before the season,"
saywws Lombardi.
"We wantedto win Hockey Eastand make the nationaltournament. But we also won'tjust be satisfied
with that. I want my last game to be a win."
Wilson, however, is quick to add that the team
will not lose focus on the task at hand: "We're all
focused on Providence right now. We'll think about
everything else later." \u25a0
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Top Scorers: FreshmanKelli Stack, 17 G, 33 A,
50 pts.; freshman Allie Thunstrom, 28 G, 16 A, 44
pts.; sophomore Becky Zavisza, 18 G, 21 A, 39 pts.
Starting Goalie: Freshman Molly Schaus, 19-8-

Top Scorers: SeniorKristin Gigliotti, 17G, 21 A,
38 pts.; senior Sonny Watrous, 11 G, 20 A, 31 pts;
junior(and former BC player) Sarah Feldman, 10
G, 18 A, 28 pts.
Starting Goalie: Senior Jana Bugden, 10-10-1,

-2,1.86 GAA

2.35GAA

Strength: BC has a potent, quick, young attack
ledby two prolific freshmen, U.S. nationalteam
invitees Kelli Stack andAllie Thunstrom. Thunstrom broke the Hockey East record for goals in a
season with 28. Meghan Fardelmann, a sophomore
forward, also has speed to burn. Other teams
couldhave troublekeeping up with BC.

Strength: PC has been able to muster up and
win big games when at theirbest this season, including the sweep ofUConn and a victory over BC.
The team's large number of senior leaders should
be a valuable resource in preparing for tournament

Weakness: The team's puck possession has
been shaky against top teams, as evidenced by
Harvard's 76 shots on goal in the Beanpot. Even
in their 7-2 win over UNH, the 'Cats outshot BC,
40-24.

serious struggles when not at its peak. Additionally, when trailing, the Friars can begin to grow

play.
Weakness: On the flip side, PC has had some
frustrated, losing focus and discipline. They took a

number ofroughing andbody-checking penalties
after fallingbehind BC two weekends ago.

The Wildcats, though, have already clinched the
Hockey East regular season title and do not have
much to play for, which could open the doorfor the
Eagles to take threeor four points and jump over the
Terriers in the standings.
The Wildcats boast the Hockey East's leading
scorer in sophomoreforward Trevor Smith, whohas
39 points, on 19 goals and 20 assists, leadingBC's
own Brian Boyle by one point. Smith's 19 goals leads
the league and senior forward Mike Radja is tiedfor
second in Hockey East with 18 with the Eagle's own
Nathan Gerbe.
Smith isn't the only one who canscore for UNH,
Junior Matt Fornataro, senior Jacob Micflickier,
and junior Mike Radja have all recorded at least 30
points and are all dangerous threats in theoffensive
end of the rink.
New Hampshire isn't to shabby in their own end
of therink either, as they boastthe thirdbest scoring defense in the league, only surrendering 2.25

Justin, he came in here and justworkedhardandhe's
been a greatcontributor in practice, playingphysical
and making it a game-likeatmosphere. You're not
off-the-hookif you're going against Justin or Joe in
practice. Ifyou don'tbring it, they're going to make
you look silly."
Greene, a Plymouth native who played high
school hockey at Massachusetts' powerhouseBoston
CollegeHigh School, has played innine games during
his time at the Heights.
"Bottom line everyone wants to play. But the
team sees it that's the big thing. They know what
you're doing and that's all that really matters. It
doesn't matter what people recognize. The team
knowswhat's going on. And as long as youkeep winning that's allthat matters," said Greene.
Pearce, who played two years of junior hockey,
has played in eight games during his tenure at the
Heights.
goals per game.
The New Jersey native garnered MVP honors
The backbone of the defense, Kevin Regan,
during two Christmas break tournaments and has played withBoyle and Rooneyat St. Sebastian's, and
been draftedby the TampaBay Lightning. The goalie Rooney commented, "We know what he's [Regan]
talkedabout his timeat the Heights, commenting, "I like. We know what he's good at, we know what he
came into BC with aspirations of playing andbeing kind of struggles with, so we'll try to spread that
among the team and pepper him with as many shots
a real contributor as far as games go. It didn'treally work out that way,but you takeit in stride. You as we can."
work as hard as you can in practice and try to make
It will be a great night for the Eagle's seniors; a
win wouldmake it that much sweeter.
everyone aroundyou better. It's real important to be
a good team guy, and I think Justinand I havereally
Boyle talkedaboutwhat the moment would mean
embraced that role. I just love being around and I to him
think the guys appreciate our hard work."
"Hopefully, Saturday I can stay focused on the
Boyle andRooney's accomplishments on the ice games. But it'll be nice to remember all the times
that we've had on this ice, especiallywith my family
speakfor themselves.Boyleis a returning All-American, who despite struggling early on, has become a coming down, the ritual when we give our mothers'
the bouquetofflowers.It's justgoing to be something
force to be reckoned with.
Rooney, on the other hand, had not experienced that's special to me because I get a chance to thank
the success offensively that Boyle had, but had them," said Boyle
And as he and the other seniors thanktheirfamialways been a good team player, who has met his
lies, the BC hockey fans should thankBoyle, Rooney,
teammates and coaches expectations this season.
These two will take the ice this weekend against Greene, and Pearce for the energy, enthusiasm, and
memories, that they have given the Heightsthrougha New Hampshire team that comes in after taking a
beating at the hands of the ProvidenceFriars.
out the past four years. \u25a0

BC hopes to upset Va. Tech
ACC Tournament, from B8

Terms: All fares are based on roundtrip travel and include a StudentUniverse service fee of $5. Domestic fares include a 7.5% US transportation tax. Other taxes and
fees vary, depending on the itinerary and are not included. Fares are subject to availability and change without notice. Domestic flights must be purchased 8 days in
advance and require a 2 day mm stay including a Sat nightrequired max stay is 30 days.Fares valid Mon-Thu until Mar 30. International flights valid Mon-Wed. Europe
fares mustbe purchased 7days in advance by Mar 19and require a 4 day mm stay, a max stay of 10 days.Valid for departures between Feb 1 and Mar 25.Asia fares must
be purchased 4 days in advanceand require a 2 day mm stay, max stay of 365 days.Valid for departures from Feb 1 to Mar31. Blackout dates and other restrictions may
apply.

standings. PC has traditionallybeen the No. 2
power in Hockey East, winning 20 or more games
in theirfirst three seasons in the league before
sliding in the past two seasons.

Tournament.

UNH, from B8

Sample Roundtrip Airfares From Boston to:

_ Jfc

At-a-glance:After a late-season tailspin, losing five of seven games, PC recoveredvaliantly
to sweep UConn in a two game set last weekend,
moving up to thirdplace in the Hockey East

Seniors reflect on season

?

ney andAlison Quandt were unbelievableleaders. It
was hard to leada young team. They showedme how
you have to feel for your teammates."
Wilson says that it takes a special mindset to lead

At-a-glance: The young Eagles have had their
ups anddowns this year, but they go into the tournament with a four-gamewinning streak including
two thrashings offirst-round opponentProvidence. Their season highlightwas winning their
2nd consecutiveBeanpot, topping No. 6 Harvard
and BU on the way. BC is looking to get theirfirst
ever Hockey East crown and berth in the NCAA

Even if theEagles manageto overcome theirfirst
round opponents, No. 2 seed and fourth ranked in
the AP Poll North Carolina would await them. The
Tar Heels rounded out week 17 of the season with
an impressive 27-3 record, two losses at the hands
of the AP's No. 1 Duke and one against NC State.
NorthCarolinais led by a pair ofAll-ACC first-team
selections Ivory LattaandErlana Larkins, as wellas
CamilleLittle, second-teamAll-ACC and the ACC
All-Defensive Team.

Other ACC tournament favorites include Duke
and Maryland.Marylandfinished the regular season
No. 6 in the AP Poll and the Terrapins are the currently defendinglast year's national championship
season. Duke finished its season 29-0, marking the
first undefeated season in women'sACC basketball
history. Duke is lead by seniors Alison Bales and
Lindsey Harding, both All-ACC first team selections. Whether or not theEagles takehome an ACC
Tournament title this weekend, they can take pride
in finishing a season of contendingwith some ofthe
biggest powers in women'sbasketball. \u25a0

ATTENTION BC STUDENTS!
BACK INTO SPRING WITH STYLE AT GRETTA LUXE
OFFERING THE BEST "SPRING BREAKS" ON

CHLOE, CEtC, MARC JACOBS, YA-YA,
JIMMY CHOO M MISSONI Et SO MUCH MORE!!
}

PLEASE COME IN AND PRESENT YOUR STUDENT ID
4 no/ r\cc
T0 RECEIVE 10% Urr ALL NEW SPRING STYLES
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The Heights

The Week Ahead

Recap from Last Week

Standings

The basketball teams have big weeks
a headof them. The women havea tough
challengein the ACC Tournament, and
the men play theirfinal game of the season on theroad.The men'shockeyteam
has one last chance to shock Hockey
East champions New Hampshire, and
the women must take downProvidence
to advance In their own postseason.

B7

JeffWeinstein

15-15

JessicaIsner

15-15
14-16
13-17

It was a weekof redemption not only
forthe hockeyandbasketballteams,
but also for Tarnoff, who went an impressive 5-0. Weinstein was burned

BC notes

.

Men's Ice Hockey

Assoc. News Editor

The men's hockey team clinched a home gamein the quarterfinalround ofthe Hockey Eastplayoffs. In thebest-of-three
series, the Eagles will hosttheir opponenton Thursday, March
8, with Game2 followingon the ninth, and, if necessary, Game
3on the 10th Starting time for all games is 7 p.m.. Tickets can
be purchased on bceagles.com.
Currently in the midst of a four-game winning streak,
BC faces off against UNH on Friday in New Hampshire. On
Saturday, theEagles willreturn to Conte Forumfor theirfinal
regular-season home game, marking the end of the careersof
seniors Justin Greene, Joe Pearce, and captains Brian Boyle
and Joe Rooney.

"We all know that Dudley is ACC Player of

Track and Field

theYear"

The men's and women's track andfield teams competed in
the ACC Championshipsthisweekend at Clemson University.
JuniorPatrick Mellea starredfor the men with a seventh-place
finish in the 3000-meter run, and a third place finish as a
memberofthe distance medleyrelay team.
He was also named to the 2006 NCAA D-I All-Academic
Cross Country team. On the women's side, senior Kasey Hill
finishedfirst in the 800-meter run, finishing fourth overall in
the competition. Sophomore Katherine Sherman finished in
eighthplace overallafter posting thirdplace in the 800mand
fifth place in the high jump.

Nick Tarnoff
Heights staff

by Ohio State's game-winning shot
but still managed to go 4-1. Isner
andPikeboth struggled withonlyone
correct pick and are never picking
against the hockeyteam again.

Guest Editor:
Chris Maroshegyi

Jeff Weinstein

This Week's Games

Jessica Isner
Assoc. Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Men's Basketball:BC at GeorgiaTech

Nick Tarnoff
Asst. Sports Editor

Chris Maroshegyi
Assoc. News Editor

be

be

be

be

ACC Women's Tournament: BC at VirginiaTech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Women's Hockey East Playoffs: Providence vs. No. BBC

BC

BC

BC

BC

Men's Ice Hockey: No. 9 BC vs. No. 3 UNH
Men's Basketball:No. 14 Duke at No. 8 UNC

Split

Split

be

unh

unc

unc

unc

unc

The most wonderful time of the year (in sports, at least)
By

tomorrow in their spring training complex at Fort
Myers. Dice-K, perhaps thebiggest mystery in
the sports world, will make his long awaiteddebut
against the Eagles. Spring training gives baseball
fans a small taste of the season ahead. So, too,

David Amstutz

With all due respect to those who have gone
before me, there is no debate in my mind. March is
the most wonderful time of the year.
Let's start at the beginning - today. March
1 marks thebeginning of Championship Week,
the weekwhere mid-major hopes and dreams are
eitherfilled or burst. These are the conference
tournaments that really matter. Some team out of
an obscure conference willgrab its conference's
automatic bid on a buzzer-beater.That same team
may go on to upset a top-seeded team. The committee may also feed that Cinderella-hopefulto
the birds against Florida or North Carolina. Who
knows what will play out? The unknown is part of
the beautyofMarch.
In March, the baseball season is another grand
puzzle. The Yankees, Angels, and Mets have paid a
lot of money to win the World Series. But so have
the enigmatic Red Sox. The onlyreal known about
the Red Sox is that they will face Boston College

does the final month of the NHL. Now that the
trading deadline has passed, the rosters are set

for the league's "second season." Will Billy Guerin
and JoeThornton find chemistry again? Will Peter
Forsberg return to form in Nashville? Do the Bruins have a chance in hell? All we can do as sports
fans is sit back andwatch.
At the other end of therink, BC's hockey team
has picked up its play oflate. Their series against
UNH this weekendmay determinewho wins the
Hockey East. Nextweek brings the Hockey East
Tournament, followed closely by the regionals and
then theFrozen Four. Will BC get hot again, and
make another run to the finals?
And then, with apologies to Keith Jackson,
there is thereal "granddaddyof 'em all:" the
NCAA Tournament. It is the greatest annual
sporting event - bar none. The World Series or

Pregame routines abound

the Super Bowl? C'mon. Raise your hand andrisk
embarrassmentif you paid attention to either this
year. The BCS? Please. Every year, March Madness gives us 65 very diverse basketball teams.
Look at last year's bracket for proof. LSU, jumped
on the 300-pound back ofhappy-go-lucky Glen
Davis to reach the Final Four. George Mason,
another semifinalist, jumpedon theback of some
coach named Jim Larranaga. Last year's tournament brought tears - courtesy of J.J. Redick and
Adam Morrison. It alsoforced goodbyes,like
Mike Davis's oust at Indiana. Yet, it still gaveus
something that the great month ofMarch gives
everyyear - memories that seem to last a lifetime.
No one will ever forget George Mason's run to the
Final Four. Mason's upsets over perennial powers Michigan State, North Carolina, and UConn
borderlinethe impossible.
Rememberthe 1998 tournament when Bryce
Drewburiedfourth-seeded Ole Miss with his running three at thebuzzer? His ensuing celebration
with father/coach, Homer will forever be played
on CBS. You can't ignore the last game ofthe

2003 first round - defending champion Maryland
against upstart UNC-Wilmington. UNC-Wilmington, behind a barrage athrees, led the Terrapins
73-72 with just seconds left. That was before
Maryland's Drew Nicholas got theball on a dead
sprint and ran into thelocker room, pausing only
briefly to nail the game-winning three in the corner. Or take a game 15 years ago, still fresh in the
hearts of many. Grant Hill throws a football pass
to teammate Christian Laettner, who sinks a turnaround jumper as time expires. The shot propels
Duke into the Final Four. These games represent
what greatsports moments become: memory.
That is what the 2007 baseball season will
become to the anxious fans in New York, Chicago,
and Boston. That is what the NHL and college
hockey seasons will become. Alongthe way, BC
may pick up a national title or make a run to the
Final Four. The Eagles' baseball team may even
score a run off ofDice-K. You never know. And
that is what makes this month so great. The only
thing we know right now is that March is the
greatest of the 12.

at BC

Boyle revealed apersonalritual ofhis own: it
started two years ago, when the then-sophomore
forward was not happy with the way he was playing.
"I have a personalprayer that I say to St. Jude.
I started saying it, I think, sophomore year. I had
a turnaroundand I

started playingbetter and I
stuck with that, andit's helped me out a ton," said
Boyle.

You can count on seeing these types ofrituals
Jeffrey Weinstein

everygame.

In collegebasketball, the group "circle and
sway" has become popular in recent years. Last
year, former BC point guard Louis Hinnant would
stand in the middleofsuch a circle and yell different types ofmessages to his teammates.
This year's BC team has adopted some rituals of its own. During pre-game warm-ups, right
after thepublic address announcer says his name,
Tyrese Rice gives regular high-fives to all ofhis
teammates until he gets to reserve guard Marquez
Haynes.
Upon seeing Haynes, Rice squats downlow
to the ground.Haynes follows suit, and the two
engage in a coordinated mix of swaying and high
fives.
Rice then gets up, surveys the crowd, pacing
slowlybefore wheeling around to greet the next
player up for introduction.
Scan Marshall jumps off the bench, slaps high
fives with the line of BC reserves, and makeseye
contact with Rice.
Both players then suddenly take two power
steps towardeach other and leap high into the air,
bumping each other'sbacks. Not even a sore left
hamstring could stop Marshallfrom jumping into
Ricelast Saturday against Clemson.
The pre-game routines are part of the youth
culture of this country, a culture that still thrives
at the high school and college levels.
In the professional ranks, you would not see
one team doing a coordinateddance ripped off

Before every game, the men's ice hockey team
listens to a particular song to get everyoneready
to play. You'd think it'dbe some AC/DC track,
something like "Thunderstruck" or "HellsBells."
TheBoston College team, however, takes a different route when it comes to pre-game routines.
"We listen to 'C'est La Vie' by B*witched.
We're all excited and jacked up before games to
a point where we might be a littlebit too tense.
It takes the edge off a littlebit more, so we can
really get focused on the ice and settle down," said
senior forward Brian Boyle.
Check out "C'estLa Vie" in your spare time if
you can. You'llremember it from the late '90s, an
all-girl group pop song that made me cringe and
laugh at the same time.
Pre-game rituals are a large part of high school
and college teams around the nation. Theserituals
range from simple high-fives from teammates before a game, to coordinatedteam dances or cheers,
to the playing of bubble-gumpop songs to loosen
up the tension in the locker room.
I remember my high school soccer team and
how we used to listen to the same rap song before
every game ("Lose Yourself" by Eminem).
I had my own personal rituals before every
game. I'd wear the same socks (without washing
them) during a winning streak.
I'dfist-pound my fellow defensemenand then
the goaltenderright before the opening whistle.

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Scan Marshall and Tyrese Rice have a pre-game ritual of thier own, a body bump as the BC starters are announced.
from the Purple Cobras of Globo Gym in

the movie
Dodgeball. The UNC women'sbasketball team did
just that before its game at BC.
You wouldnot see a team playing indoor soccer
in thelocker room just an hour beforethe opening
faceoff, a strategy the Mainewomen's ice hockey

"There's nothing puzzling about our great
food and even better service."

team used to loosen up before its game last week
with BC. "C'est la vie" of the young athlete, especially in college.
Jeffrey Weinstein is the sports editor ofThe Heights. He
welcomes commentsat sports@bcheights.com.
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Seniors witness to remarkable change Eagles head
Jessica Wilson and Michelle Lombardi have played a key role in a
into key
program's rise to national prominance
MEN'S HOCKEY

final series
with UNH
By

Nick Tarnoff

Assoc. SportsEditor
This year's Senior Night for the Eagles
is a littlepreemptive, as this senior class
is far from bidding its final farewell. In
last weekend's sweep of UMass- Lowell,
JerryYork's squad capturedhome ice for
the Hockey East Playoffs. As the Boston College seniors take the ice against
New Hampshire for their final regular

season game this Saturday, they will be
honoredfor their accomplishments thus
far - but their focus will be squarely on
the future.
"It's exciting. It's exciting for the parents, the families. At the same time, we
justlocked up home ice, so it's technically
not our last game. I think that last game
of the playoffs [at Conte] will be a little
bit more special and emotional," said
senior assistant captain Joe Rooney.
Right now though, the UNH Wildcats
are the task at hand, and no one on BC's
roster willbe overlookingthem.
"The bottom line is that we have to
play our best hockey," said Eagle's captain Brian Boyle. "They're a really solid
team, andifwe'renot disciplined and
by that I mean finishing checks andplaying physical in all three zones
then
we'regoing to get exposed."
Boyle and Rooney may be the most
noticeablemembers of the senior class,
but there are two other members whose
contributions are quite significant. Defensemen Justin Greene and back-up
netminderJoe Pearce, also seniors, have
helped the team with theirhardwork and
dedicationin practice. Although people
outside of the Eagles' locker room don't
see thesecontributions, theirteammates
are certainly aware.
"Pearcey is a top-end goaltenderwho
could be starting at a lot of different
schools. It's got to be a tough situation
for him,but he's never complained, never
been down on himself or anything like
that,"commentedBoyle. "Same thing for
?

?

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Jessica Wilson and Michelle Lombardi, pictured here on Senior Day with their parents, helped in building Boston College's reputation as a formidable women's hockey program.
ence with someone."

By Joseph Gravellese
Heights Staff

Seniors Michelle Lombardi and Jess
Wilson - the last remaining membersof
what was an eight-playerfreshman class
for BC women's ice hockey in 2003-2004
- have just about seen it all in theirfour
seasons at the Heights.
"We had a pretty big freshmen class
- if you asked me freshman year which
of us would stillbe here, I wouldn'thave
said us two," says Lombardi. "But we've
been through it all together and it's nice
to have someone else there, who knew
what it was like freshman year when we
werehorrible,and was on the team aswe
grew. It's nice to havethat shared experi-

...

"When I chose to come to BC
it
wasn'tfor the hockey program, let's put
it that way," continued Lombardi. That
year the Eagles went 7-23-3.
But in theirfour years under the tutelage of coach Tom Mutch, Lombardi
andWilson have helpedlead the team to
unprecedentedaccomplishment.
Now, with theircollegehockey careers
waning, they have one lastchance to win a
Hockey East titleandmake the national
tournament.

Lombardi, of Milton, Mass., is a
fourth-line left winger on this year's Eagles. She has 12 goals and 13 assists on her
career. Wilson, a defenderfrom Guilford,
Conn., has a goal and two assists.

But theirteammates will tell you that androle modelsboth on and off the ice,
their contributionsfar exceedwhat you always setting the bar high and leading
see on the score sheet. Lombardi serves by example.Away from hockey they are
as co-captain with junior Deb Spillane, just great friends to be around and they
and Wilson also is revered on the team will be tough skates to fill."
as a leader.
"They have done a great job over
"They are really the unsung heroes the past four years helping to build the
because they work so hard and have the program. They were on the team when
respect of everyone on the team," says the team didn't get much attention and
freshman forward Megan Keever, who they've worked really hard to help pave
added that the two have served as role the way for our team now and in the
models for her during her first year at future," says Spillane.
Lombardi credits the players who
college.
"Being such a young team this year, it came before her for helping her develop
is has been unbelievableto have seniors
her leadership qualities.
"Last year, Nancy Gillis, SarahCourtto look up to like [Wilson] and [Lombardi] ," says goalie Molly Schaus of the
seniors. "They have been great leaders
See Seniors, B6

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Despite rough year, Eagles ready for Hokies
Matt Burke
For the Heights
By

The Boston College women's basketball team heads to Greensborough,N.C.,
today, for the 30th annual ACC Women's
BasketballTournament. The Eagles are
seededNo. 10, after a tough season (13-15,3-11 ACC). Thefirstfour seeds, Duke,
North Carolina, NC State, and Maryland
respectively, all earnedfirst round byes.
The Eagles firstround entails a 6 p.m.
bout with the seventh-seeded Virginia
TechHokies.
The Eagles hope toregroup andfinish
the season strong after a recent history
of home game trials against fellow ACC
members Maryland and Virginia Tech.
Last Sunday, the Eagles lost their Senior Day season finale to a powerhouse
Maryland team.
Despite a standout performance by
senior Kathrin Ress, putting up 26 points
and collecting six rebounds, the Eagles
still lost, 76-60.
In the Eagles' last meeting with Virginia Tech, on Feb. 23, the Eagles fell,
67-52. Virginia Tech's balanced scoring
attack and good play from the bench
overwhelmeda lacklusterBC.
The Hokies hadfour playersin double
figures, including Amber Hall with 12
points, Brittany Cook with 11, and Kirby
Copeland and Nare Diawara with 10
points each.
BC was overwhelmed by the Hokies
defense: The Eagles were outscored by
15 points, posting an overall poor 32.8
field goal percentage which coach Cathy
Inglese attributed to rushed shots.
The Eagles hopeto correct this problem, focusing on a slower and more bal-

SONNY FABBRI / HEIGHTSSTAFF

Boston College, the 10 seed, will take on Virginia Tech, the seven seed, in thefirst round of theACC Tournament tonight at 6 p.m.
anced attack, forcing the Hokies to play
defense, in their upcoming game.
Even Ress, BC's lead scorer, averaging
16.2 points and 8.5rebounds a game, was
held to only nine points. Ress, a senior
and third team All-ACC honoree, was
frustrated by a bigger Hokies front line,
including 6-6 Diawara and 6-4 Eleanor
Brentall.
Virginia Tech is led by seniors Copeland, Diawara, and Britney Anderson.
Copeland, a senior guard who was se-

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

lected as an honorable mention to the
All-ACC Team, averages 15.3 points per
game. Anderson, a 6-0 forward, averages
10.4 points a game and Diawara, the
Hokie's 6-6 center averages 12.1 points
and 8.1 rebounds a game.
Despite failure in their last meeting,
the Eagles match up closely with the
Hokies' season statistics. BC posts an
average 60.3 offensive points to Tech's
66.0. The Hokies have a similar edge
in field goal percentage at .436 to the

An exciting time in sports is here

David Amstutz explainswhy this is the best
time to be a sports fan. B7

Eagles .419.
The Hokies, however, also allow an
average of64.4 points a game compared
to BC's 60.3. IfBC can settle into a slow
and balanced offensive attack, focusing
on shot selection, they might manage
to grind out this beatable Hokies team.
This will require big games out of Ress
and fellow seniors Kindyll Dorsey and
Sarah Marshall.

See ACC Tournament, B6

Pre-game rituals alive at BC

Brian Boyle is among many high school and college
athletes who take part in pregame rituals. B7

See UNH, B6

St. Joseph's
adopts BC
football
Jessica Isner
Assoc. SportsEditor
By

St. Joseph'sUniversityin New Hampshire haslearned that, when your school
does not provide funding for a football
program, there are other options: adoption. Infertile no more, the student
newspaper of St. Joseph's University announced yesterday that it has chosen to
adopt Boston College'sfootball team.
Yes, it is a little weird, butflattering
nonetheless. The reasoning is simple:
since SJU does not have sufficient funds
to start a football program from the
ground up, their students have instead
chosen to lend their support to one of
their Jesuit counterparts.
Dan Harris, student vice president for
student affairs, explained to The Hawk,
"Students will engage in fun and educational programming. Alumni will have a
chance to reconnect with one another.
Lastly, St. Joseph'swill once again have a
footballteam without the heavy financial
burden."
Representativesfrom SJU have contactedJamieDiLoreto, assistant athletic
directorofexternal operations, in order
to discuss the program and a plan for
ticket sales. Reportedly, BC representatives tookwell to the adoption idea and
are working to find a game date that
works for both schools. BC initially offered tickets for their Oct. 6 home gave
against Bowling Green. That game, however, conflicts with Parents' Weekend at
St. Joseph's.
"BC is our first choice, as recommendedby [Harris] and the students. BC
is veryopen to the idea andwould love it
to work out so that it comes together for
fall '07. They are excitedand we are continuing to discuss the matter," said Don
DiJulia, directorofathletics of SJU. \u25a0
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KELLER WILLIAMS
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Berklee Performance Center

Avalon

LUST AND HEARTBREAK: A STUDENT

JOSH GROBAN
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Good Will Hunting gaveus
two things we still find somewhathard to believe: an Oscar

SIMON COLLECTION
McMullen Museum

for Ben Affleck and someone
at MIT who ostensibly doesnot
listen to R.E.M. In the movie,
Affleck and the guy who sang
"Scotty Doesn't Know" can
be seen in the laughably premature prime of their careers
at the L Street Tavern, where,
accordingto "Will S." on www.
Yelp.com, one should, "Check
out the lotto machine in the
back. I [totally] won $20." We
certainly will, "Will S." We
certainly will.

8.8. KING
Opera House
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Axis
FAR FROM FINISHED, THE

JONNYLANG
Avalon

PUG UGLIES

FROZEN
Bostix

JIM DUNN
Comedy Connection
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Avalon
DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS
Opera House
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McMullen Museum

1

CASKET SALESMAN,
AUDITORY ASPHASIA
Middle East
PAT MCGEE BAND, SISTER HAZEL
Avalon

SEEPEOPLES, THIS CAR UP

Middle East
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BELGIAN ART FROM THE
SIMON COLLECTION

2

3. MYSTIC RIVER
Mystic River features such Boston sights

and, ifyou play your cards right, sounds,
as Miller's Market, the Tobin Bridge and,
coincidentally,the actual Mystic River. There
is no joke here, as the unbridledbrilliance of
Mystic River is no laughing matter - although
the iconic visionary who directedthis film
did once implore a man at gunpoint to "...
apologize to [his] mule," which, ifyoureally
think about it, is kind offunny.

4. CELTIC PRIDE
GOMEZ, BEN KWELLER

BADLY DRAWN BOY
Somerville Theatre

Malone

For the Heights

\u25a0?

An amalgamation of finality, it
is the last movie ever shot in the
Boston Garden and marks the
last time anyone expressed a
semblance of pride in the
Celtics. It also features
JamaicaPlain's historic
Doyle's Cafe, where,
according to a flippant
Citysearch.comwriter,
f*M "... almost every
politician smiles
over a pint come
S campaign time."Apparently
lost on Citysearch is that
\
this sentence makes light of
quitepossibly the two biggest
problems in the free world.
cs»

>

BOONDOCK SAINTS
This is a very duplicitous film.
On one hand, Saints depicts Copley
Square, where one can find the John
Hancock Tower, Trinity Church,
and the Boston Public Library, three
architectural benchmarks respectively representative of the nonpareil
achievementsin commerce, faith, and
knowledge for which this fair city is
known. On the other hand, a bunch of
people get shot in the face.

MUSIC

oMMnind usic
Jeff Wallace
HeightsStaff

By

This summer willmark the return ofthreebands that come

from very different corners ofthemusical spectrum: The Police,

Opera Boston brings pleasure to the city
By Joseph Neese
Asst. Arts and Review Editor

Kurt Weill's opera, The Rise andFall of the City ofMahagonny, which was presented by OperaBoston from
Feb. 23 to 27, was written as an attack on Weimar-era Germany. Upon ite debut in 1933, it fell victim to the very
Nazi forces that it was satirizing. The work was banned, and except for one fortunate survivor, all scripts except
one were destroyed,preventing it from beingreproduced until the 19605.
Mahagonny, who is the opera's protagonist, is an American city that is founded by three renegades on the
virtue of "vice."Beneath the corruption of anarchy there lies the deeperquestion found in most great theatrical
works - the "Who am I?" spine. Weill's opera is a work of lasting impact, because it has the ability to connect to
the human soul. In a quest to discover their identities, Jimmy Mclntyre and his three friends show up to the city
seeking escape and gratification in whateverform it can be found.
The true testamentto Mahagonny's longevity is that fewer than 75 years following its original production, the
opera has been added to the great canon. Weill set his tale in the form of an allegory, which allows it to be relevant
for any time period in which it is placed. Now, it is valid as an attack on a capitalistic America plaguedby a war
on terror.
Scenic designerCaleb Wertenbakerheightened the theme of the city's hedonistic pleasure. On stage left was
a set ofthree port-a-potties and on stage right a dumpster, which became increasingly full of garbage as the show
went on, givingthe play a modern feel and emphasizing that the citizens ofMahagonny are in a living hell. Along
with costumes from designerNancy Leary and a cast of lively voices, Opera Boston brought the city a night
of delectable demise, all eloquentlyencased in a moral question hidden among the lyrics. With an ambitious
forthcoming season, the company will further solidify its status as a premier company in a city where no single
company has taken command.

Chart-Toppers
TOP SINGLES

TOP COLLEGE ALBUMS

Justin Timberlake - "What Goes Around..."

2

2

Of Montreal - Hissing Fauna, Are You The ...

Nelly Furtado - "Say It Right"

j

Apples In Stereo - New Magnetic Wonder

Dixie Chicks - "Not Ready To Make Nice"

4
5

Deerhoof- Friend Opportunity

q

Bloc Party - A Weekend In The City

~J
8

Clap Your Hands Say Yeah Some Loud...
Lily Allen-Alright Still

j

Peter Bjorn and John -Writer's Block

Ludacris

feat. Mary J. Blige - "Runaway ..."

3
4
5

Akon - "Don't Matter"

q

Gwen

7

Daughtry "It's Not Over"

8

The Shins -WincingThe Night Away

Stefanifeat. Akon - "The Sweet... "

-

-

j

Gym Class Heroes "Cupid's Chokehold"
Beyonce "Irreplaceable"

10

Foil Out Boy "This Ain't A Scene, It's ... "

-

-

|Q

Dispatch, and Rage Against the Machine. The quintessential
power trio and an act that everyone's mother adores, The Police, will gracethe hallowedgrounds of Fenway Park this July
with two shows, both ofwhich sold out in less than a minute.
Another trio, less prominent in stature but just as potent in
musical prowess, Dispatch, has nearly sold out three July dates
at the infamous cavern that is Madison Square Garden. This
will mark the first time that Dispatch has hit the stage since
its farewell gatheringwith 110,000 friends at the Hatch Shell
in the summer of2004.
The reunion that excites me the most, however, is Rage
Against the Machine. Already confirmed to headline the
Coachella Valley Music festival in California and (for us
East Coasters) and play at Randall's Island, N.Y., on July 28,
there are strong rumors of an all-out tour with support from
the Wu Tang Clan. This marks the first time that Rage will
perform since its breakup in 2000. The messageofrebellion
that saturates Rage's deep catalog will be evenmore pertinent
now than it was seven years agowhen Clinton was still at the
helm. As a less than memorableAudioslave proved that the
sum of two greatparts can never be equal to the whole, Rage
willbring us back to a better time in music. Innovation fueled
by a fusion ofold-school hip-hop and tasty guitar licks, packagedtogether by arelentless rhythm section, will be a healthy
remedy for the current state of disarray that we find in both
politics and music.
These reunions prove that although the scene may fade
away, good music is immortal. I guarantee that these bands
have attracted a more diverse and dedicatedfan base in their
time away from the spotlight; evenwith no albums to support,
all of these shows will sell out. Why? Good music is just as
important now as it was then. All too often, good, truthful
music takes a backseat to the overexposed,tightly-packaged
commercial crap thatfloods the scene. We must seek refuge
in the true language ofmusic.

Album

Update

In stores Tuesday, March 6
Arcade Fire *
Neon Bible

The Good,The Bad, AndThe Queen

-

Notorious 8.1.G.
Greatest Hits

Air

/#

Pocket Symphony

-

Menomena Friend And Foe

Data compiled by www.billboard.comand www.cmj.com
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MUSIC

Jony
Lives!

tdehsp
xrcvlamtion oint

Heather McIlvaine
Heights Staff

By

Without listening to a single track of Get Steady, the debut album of the

up-and-coming band JonnyLives!, its style and sound are immediately apparent: The name giveseverythingaway. Jonny Dubowsky, the lead guitarist and
vocalist, writes about life and how he's not afraid to live it. Case in point: the

titlesong emerged from a night of drinking, dancing, and general debauchery
with the band and its groupies. If Dubowsky's gritty, provocativevoice doesn't
conveythat imageclearly enough,then his lyrics certainly do: "I'm an anaconda
/1 slither as I slide/ Youknow / That I wanna, dip and take a dive."
Before he became a full-time rock god, Dubowsky led a life that is quite
familiar to the 9,000 undergrads at Boston College: he attended New York
University. A literature and philosophy major, his academic influences, Walt
Whitman and Marcel Proust, are not as obvious as his musical ones. Jonny
Lives! formed in the fertile music scene ofNew York City's Lower East Side,
a birthplace it shares with such modern garage rock bands as The Strokes, Yeah Yeah
Yeahs, and Interpol. Dubowsky worked with several different artists in his early 20s,
but in 2000, he became permanent partners with the rest of Jonny Lives!: guitarist and
vocalist, Christian Langdon; drummer and vocalist, Jon Weber; and bassist and vocalist,
Tommy USA.
Until recently, the band was virtually unknown in the States, spending most of its
time touring across the sea in the United Kingdom. Jonny Lives! released the single "Get
Steady"in 2005 andthefull album of the same name in 2006. Finally,it seems that people
have caught on to the band's infectious love for life at its wildestand most outrageous.
Thefirst two tracks, "NoGood" and "Get Steady," serveas excellentindicationsof the
common themes throughoutthe album. They bothexhibit the heavyemphasis on percussion, which threads its way through almost every track, and which is also reminiscent
ofthe band's Lower East Side brethren, The Strokes. From the start, Dubowsky's lyrics
feature a trademarkfocus on theno-holds-barredapproach to life andmusic. JonnyLives!
is all about experiences, which lends an energy and force to their work.
Followingin the drunken footsteps of "Get Steady," "Cliche" captures the age-old pursuit of the one-night stand, refreshingly
acknowledging the predictable game of cat-and-mouse

Tracks

from he
t

underground

Michael O'Brien
Over the summer I tried to catch
up on albums I hadn't heard from
older, "classic" artists like Bob Dylan,
Donovan, The Beatles, Led Zeppelin,
The Who, The Rolling Stones, David
Bowie, Brian Eno, Talking Heads, Roxy
Music, and so on. Naturally, I accumulated
a huge amount ofmusic andended up listening
to a small percentage of it.
After this considerably "retro" summer, my ears
have been devoted to contemporary artists for the
4
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and packaging it in an irresistible, fast-paced song with a
dizzying guitar solo to finish. This track exemplifiesDubowsky's songwriting style, which he
describes as "little vignettes I paint a situation out of thin air, play around with the characters,
and tell whatever story I want to tell."
"BreakingDown" and "Lost My Mind" reveal a slower and more lyrical style, while allowing Dubowsky's unique voice to come to the forefront. His singing can only be described as
sinewy and languorous, almost molasses-like.Even when the lyrics are not sexuallyexplicit, he
manages to evoke intense energy in the vocals that does not rely on the instrumental momentum
to captivatethe listener.
Roughlymidwaythrough thealbum is "SomethingAbout It,"a simple, catchy tune that could
easily become a favorite. With its quick and lively beat, it is the quintessential summer song.
Some remainingtracks are ofthe same nature - pleasing, but not outstanding.At its worst, Jonny
Lives! can be a bit repetitive, with somewhat simple lyrics, as in the case of "Outside" - but
those instances are few and far between.
GetSteady is a solid beginningfor theband, and it could not have come at a bettertime. When
it seems that so many songs are overlysymbolic and removed from reality, Jonny Lives! brings
us back down to the raw experienceof life. This band, too, is perfect for the college student.
Dubowsky himselfsays, "There's a lot going on, and it mostly happens at 3 a.m. when everyone
else is asleep. But not us. We're out every night writing about life as it happens." B+

...

majority of theschool year. Several greatalbums have
been produced in the past several months. Here are
some of my favorites:
Brightblack MorningLight: The band's2006 selftitled release meshes together the best of jam bands
with the best of indie rock, ultimately producing a
quirky, yet lethargic sound.
It's a greataccompaniment to a stressful day. The
group originated in Alabamabut moved to Northern
California in an attempt to get away from city life.
Gotta love hippies. I recommend checking out the
songs "EverybodyDaylight" and "Friend ofTime."
Boris: Quite a contrast fromtheprevious, Japanese
experimental noise outfit Boris, released its best album to date - Pink - last year.Even though they play
noise rock, theirsongs aren't chaotic,senseless aural
barrages, but unique, sonic experiments in melody
and harmony that surely rely on an artistic aesthetic
- far from the common conception that noise bands
are indicative of how "the counterculture has gone
too far."

Explosionsin theSky: Surely my most anticipated
for 2007, the new record from the Texas post-rock
quartet -All ofa Sudden I Miss Everyone - delivers
another serving of melancholic, symphonic rock.
The album's theme allegedly is Hurricane Katrina. Overall, the album has no stand-outs that rival
"Your Hand in Mine" or "The Only Moment We
Were Alone." Nevertheless, the newly added piano
adds a nice layer of depth, as seen in "So Long,
Lonesome."
Bloc Party: The most popular band on this list,
Bloc Party's sophomore release A Weekend in the
City, which came out earlier this month, is a "loveit-or-hate-it" record. I was admittedly disappointed
on my first listen, but after a couple of spins, I have
started enjoying it. Altogether, it's similar to Bloc
Party's first album, yet definitely different.
The band has "muddled" its sound via the "new
album, new tricks" formula. There are lots ofabstract
vocal samples and catchy synth hooks. \u25a0

Bin OSTON

I

Drink

with Becca Shaw

UP!

Malibu
B
V

.

Most of us were doing the same thing Sunday night
watching the Oscars. I'll admit I don'treally have the attention span to stay glued to the TV screen all night, but I caught
bits
and pieces of the event. Out of all the glitz and glamour
1
on thered carpel, my favorite actress by far is Ihe little girl from
Little Miss Sunshine. This week's cocktail is in honor of thatmovie
- Sunshine in Malibu.
I recently stumbled upon a Web site that had created several drinks in honor of
moviesand actors nominated for Academy Awards. Some of the tastiest-looking ones
included Royal Tea, The Departini, Bailey's Red Carpetini, and Babel on the Rocks.
If you haven't seen Little Miss Sunshine, you really need to, and make sure you sit
through the entire moviebecausethe endingmakes the strange storylinemore sensical.
It is definitely the bestending to a movie I've seen in a while. The entire movie, very
much like a NapoleonDynamite, is onlyreally enjoyed ifyou watch it with someone
else who has already seen it.
So obviouslytaking home two Oscarsmakes this movie worthy ofits own cocktail.
Combine the mango and pineapple
rums in a highball glass over ice. Fill I
? 1 Ounce Malibu Mango Rum
with orange juice and get your "Super?
1 ounce Malibu PineappleRum
freak" on (youhave to see themovie to
?
Orange Juice
understand). \u25a0

9JH
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Drink Here

By

Scan Goldthwaite

Heights Staff

It seems like all the classy bars are on the right side of Harvard Avenue. Just a

crosswalk away from the Kells exists legitimately good bars like Sunset, Big City,
andthis week's selection, White HorseTavern - a large, clean, laidback, Englishstyle
pub. 1 have no ideawhy it's calledthe "White Horse." I didn't see any horses inside,
nor is there a cowboy theme. Mahogany
dominates the decor, and its outside walls
aren't evenwhite, they're red. But I guess
"Red-Walled English-Style Pub" doesn't
have quitethe same ring to it as "TheWhite
Horse."
If you everget sick of eating at Sunset,
the White Horse is a great place to sit down
for a decently priced, decently tasty meal
and a beer before you embark on any HarvardAye. experience.There's usuallya food
special ofthe night, so be sure to ask about
it. And if you're not
into special food, their normal food is good, too, and won't
dip too far into your beermoney.
The beer selection isn't all that diverse. There are a //
\
few beers on tap, and the bottles are all displayed in / /
\
the middleof the bar immersed in a huge, icy cooler, / / WMl fc HUKbb l AVLKIM
116 Brighton Aye
tailgate-style.But hey, it's beer, so can you really
Allston,
MA 02134
complain?
I
The atmosphere is great. The pub is very clean, \ \ (617) 254-6633a
/
bright and classy. It's chill like a dive bar, but without \ \
the skeeze. There are many tables youand your friends
"\y^
can claim, and there are even two pool tables to play on
(but only ifyou bring your A game. They get booked pretty

'

\\

\\.

1
I
The White Horse fills up a lot, so be preparedto wait in a line if you're heading I
\u25a0

quickly).

out ona weekend.

I

MARC ANDREWDELEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Don't fear getting
caught in this Tsunami
By Joseph Dube

For The Heights

Fugakyu prides itself on being the sushi destination in Coolidge Corner. While your
stomach may be saying fugak-yes, I often find my wallet saying fugak-no. Despite the
lackof upscale atmosphere,Tsunami offers a rival, ifnot superior, experience.Tsunami is
a smallvenue, holding no more than 25 guests.A very uniquetrait to this restaurant is the
fact that it follows a 8.V.0.8. policy, so feel free to pick up a six-pack ofBusch Light on
yourway. If you really wantto go all-out, I suppose sake wouldbe the most appropriate
fit. After being seated, I was slightly disappointedin the lengthoftime it took to be greeted
by our waitress. After this initial wait, however, I was very pleased with the service, as
our waitress was very polite.
Not being a sushi expert, I was very satisfied with diverseand creative menu. Tsunami
even gives a shout-out to the local teams, including a Patriots maki, a Celtics maki, and a
Red Sox maki. 1 started the night off with a delicious miso soup and ordered the Hawaii
spicy lobstermaki from the "Amazing Maki Specials" section of the menu. In it I found
mango, lobster tempura, and spicy crab. I really enjoyed this roll. It came with eight
pieces, and was enough to leave me satisfied. Most entrees run about $12-15, which is
more thanreasonable considering the quality and portions. The food was very fresh - this
should go without saying, for it is hard to believe that a restaurant serving "aged" sushi
would last very long. Tsunami boasts thatit offers some ofthe highest gradefish available
in the world. It is a great hidden gem for sushi lovers and novices alike, with a relaxed
atmosphere and plethora of options, all for a great value. Delivery is offered until 1 a.m.
and you can even order online at tsunami.foodler.com. AtheSCENE THURSDAY, MARCH 1,2007
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KILLER
A
HUNTING

linkedto theZodiac occurred Dec. 20, Mark Ruffalo.
1968. The second, July 4, 1969, was
Downey Jr., who stars as the
followed by letters to three Northern Chronicle's ace reporter Paul Avery,
California newspapers (including and Mark Ruffalo, who playsInspectheSan Francisco Chronicle), which tor Dave Toschi, earned Graysmith's
included a coded message, or cipher, nod of approval - but it was GyllenThe Chronicle's editorial cartoonist, haal's portrayalof himself that stayed
Robert Graysmith, may not havebeen with him.
the first to crack the cipher, but he
"Jake really reached inside,"
would assist from the sidelines and he explained. "It's like having an
continue to hunt for the killer's iden- analyst, except he's handsome, and
tity long after his peers desisted.
gifted, and really popular."
In director David Lynch's upAs for the director, it was his
coming Zodiac, Jake Gyllenhaal previous work on Se7en and Fight
stars as the silverscreen's version of Club that convinced Graysmith that
Graysmith, a character who is shy, Lynch would do the material justice,
awkward, and compulsively drawn According to Graysmith, Lynch was
to the mysterious killer.
just as methodical with formulating
"Apparently I was obsessed, the screenplay as he was.
according to Jake [Gyllenhaal],"
"[Lynch] had definite requireGraysmith admitted in an interview ments. It wasn't like he was in it for
on Monday. He then chuckles, add- the money."
The director is famously a sticking, "I'm better now."
Outwardlyhemay have changed, ler for details, as well. From the
but otherwise, he's just as dedicated Chronicle office's overhead lights
to his work now- as he was in his
that aren't even seen onscreen to the
20s. Dressed comfortably in a brown make and model of allthe cars driven,
sportscoat and sipping a soft drink, everything is as accurately brought
Graysmith enthusiastically shares his together as possible. Even asidefrom
experiencesboth during theZodiac's its storytelling,Zodiac is an impres-

By Stuart Piice
Arts & ReviewEditor

35 YEARS AGO, A SERIAL KILLER KNOWN AS THE ZODIAC,

A JACK THE RIPPER FOR THE 20TH CENTURY, TERRORIZED
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA AND TAUNTED THE POLICE
THROUGH THE NEWSPAPERS. ROBERT GRAYSMITH, WHOSE
WRITINGS SERVED AS THE BASIS FOR THE UPCOMING
FEATURE FILM, HAS BEEN INVESTIGATING EVER SINCE.

THE DIRT ON
'DIRTY HAR<

rough i op icon I Ian \ allahan, plaj ed b) < 'linl
in the 1971 classic, was based in pari on
real life Detective Dave Ibschi (portrayed l>\ Mark
Ruffalo in 'iio './,.,/;,? ) Mi,- 'Oscop
iboul
-i d< ranged snipei plaguing the itreetsol San ran< isco
l
was also based on the Zodiai killings, and came out
during the n al madman reign iraj smith now besl
in. rids w iili I.. In. admit: thai al firsl
rosi hi v
little afraid ol how he'd be portrayed, in [Zodiai |." After
the film, < iraysmith says he fell thai Rufl i
formam e captured fast hi mannerisms exi ellenth
forol l Lin' ()|i. I lose Dirty Han r,"< Iraysmith
il
"h ii 11>.i-.
i plii tl

l astwood

)ih'
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sPan of celebrity, and on set with
Gyllenhaal) Robert Down ey jr., and

<

sive feat of Method filmmaking, a surprise consideringhisclose ties to
Assures Graysmith, "Jake is wearing the case, and thepeople involved,
As for the still-unresolved issue of
my same lousy clothes."
For some, the film's keen atten- the madman, whose heavy breathing
tion to detail and the filmmakers' Graysmith had on numerous occamethodologicalapproach may be a sions encounteredover the telephone,
downside. Although plenty of time he's not as negative as one might
is spent analyzing the prime suspect expect.
Today, he's still an avid writer
Arthur Allen Lee (played by John
Carroll Lynch), those looking for who harbors a love for cartoons,
a neatly packaged ending might be comics, and, of course, true crime,
better off with a cheap paperback. He also quietly boasts of having
And, clocking in at over two hours guessed Sandmanas the third villain
and 40 minutes, it sometimes feels in the upcoming Spider-Man 3, after
more like a procedural docudrama havingmet directorSamRaimi when
than a thriller - but with a healthy the first came out.
As for his extensive investigation
dose of patience, the mesmerizing
performances and thoughtful pac- into one of the nation's most fasciing can keep the dedicated viewer nating unresolved cases, Graysmith
hooked. Downey Jr. may steal every only wishes that the forensic techscene he's in, but there is still plenty nology they have now had existed
of scenery left over for all the others back then.
"They said if the Zodiac were
to shine; not a single performance is
less than top-notch.
alive today,"he muses, "they'dprobGraysmith himself wishesthe film ably have him in 10 minutes." \u25a0
hadbeen longer - which is not really
the
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Email:
thomsenm@bcheights.com
About Me: Meghan Thomsen is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments.
As this past weekend was all about the
was visibly upset. Murphy was the clear
Academy Awards, it seemed as if every
favorite, taking home both the Golden
celebrity was in the same place at the
Globe and Actorfor his performance as
Jimmy Early in Dreamgirls. Even though
same time. Besides Kate Hudson and
Murphy said he wasn't expecting to win
Owen Wilson, who are still in Australia,
and Brad and Angelina, who are residing
the Oscar, the actor and his girlfriend
Tracey Edmonds left the show right
in New Orleans, any news came from the
Kodak Theatre. There are three major
after the loss and didn't return. Murphy's
early dismissal meant that he missed
areas of coverage: before the awards,
during the show, and the after-parties.
the live performance by his castmates
and costar Jennifer Hudson's big win as
Before the show on the red carpet,
all questions on Naomi Watts' maybeBest SupportingActress. As it began to
circulate that Murphy was a sore loser
pregnancy were put to rest. The actress
wore an empire-waisted canary yellow
and an unsupportive costar, the actor's
representative released a statement to
Escada gown. The designer released a
statement about the ensemble saying
People magazine on Tuesday that said
it "set off her most precious new asset
"Eddie had always planned on leaving
- the baby she is expecting with longtime after his category was announced to
boyfriend Liev Schreiber." Way to spill the
spend the rest of the evening with his
family." What a party pooper. I would
beans, random publicist. I am sure you
definitely wantto sit through a four-hour
won't have your job much longer.
Prior to Sunday night, there had been
ceremony after I lost.
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\u25bc The Week in Quotes: Academy Awards Edition

LIKE
THE

Helen Mirren (The Queen)said:
"It was all made for me so I didn't have to have any
underwear. Itfitted me like two angel's hands. I cried

when I put it on, it is a work of art." on her dress in an
interview with talk show host Oprah Winfrey
Wall-to-Wall-Write on Helen's Wall Message

-

ARTS

Martin Scorsese {The Departed) said:

"Could you double-check the envelope?" after
finally winning in the Best Director category with his
six nomination

-

Wall-to-Wall-Write on Martin's Wall Message

Melissa Etheridge (An Inconvienent Truth) said:
Thisis the only naked man that will ever be in my bedroom." during a press conference after winningthe Best
Original Song awardfor "I Need to Wake Up"

Wall-to-Wall-Write on Melissa's Wall-Message

speculation about Watts' pregnancy.
Feb. 21, Page Six was one of the first to
suspect theAussie actress was hiding her
bump. The couple was spotted at Pastis
in New York City where "Liev was smiling
and looking at her stomach."The word on
the street is that the couple plans to marry
under theradar before the baby is born.
One of the only upsets came during
the presentation of Best Supporting Actor,

where dark horseAlan Arkin beat the
front-runner Eddie Murphy. As theLittle
Miss Sunshine actor walked to the stage,
the camera cut awayto Murphy who

After the awards ceremony, the most
attended event had to be the Vanity Fair
Oscar party. When I thought Katie Holmes
and Tom Cruise were reaching a point of
normalcy, they messed it up. Holmes, who
was wearing a blush-colored gown by
Armani Prive, refused to have her picture
taken alone. Cruise led his wife around
the party by the hand while he chatted
with friends, and she remained completely
silent. Holmes was not present at the
ceremony, while Cruise had presented the
humanitarian prize to Sherry Lansing, the
ex-head of ParamountPictures.

T The Wall

Displaying 1 of 1,301 wall posts.

Write Something | See All

A Second Opinion (BC) wrote

Get involved with
BC's world of

Ellen DeGeneres is the best host
that has graced the Oscars in a long
time. While her opening monologue
was overshadowedby her excitement
to fulfill her lifelong dreamof hosting
the show, she made the evening
exciting in an atypical year when there
were no clearfront-runners in many
categories and an odd crop of winners.
What I love most about DeGeneres
is thatshe is hysterical without being
lewd.She relies on her natural wits and
physical humor to make her audiences
laugh, poking fun at simple, everyday
things. Most of all, her spontaneity
is unparalleled. From the moment
at the beginning of the show when
she took the aisles to perform with a
gospel choir, she set the tone for the
evening. Shawna Gallagher Vega,

entertainment

and culture.

WW
Meeting every

Monday; 5:45 pm
at the Eagle's Nest

Questions?

pikesb@bc.edu

LGSOE '08, my partner-in-crime who
watched the show with me, and I both
turned to each other saying, "Did
she really just do that?" Throughout
the show, all I could think was "What
will she do next?" She passed an
original screenplay along to Martin
Scorsese, got her picture taken with
Clint Eastwood for her MySpace page,
turned a baby carrier into an Oscar
carrier, and vacuumed the aisles.
There has been some criticism
that her comedy was too laid-back,
reflecting her daytime job. But, it's
her type of comedy thatthe average
American yearns for. It unites us,
because it is relatable. She isn't
looking to make controversy. She
didn't turn her jokes or opinions into
political commentaries. Rather, she

appropriately raised valid ideas and
questions, such as "If there weren'tany

blacks, Jews, and gays, there wouldn't
be an Oscars. There would be no one
named Oscar, for that matter."
She has previously hosted both the
Grammys and the Emmys. She's also
a critical gem who has received the
Daytime Emmy awardfor outstanding
talk show host, talk show, and special
class writing for the last three years.
Plus, teens love her. How many actors
are nominatedfor an MTV Movie
Award for an animated movie?
Sure, she hasn't reached the status
of the great Johnny Carson yet, but in
due time she'll be the Carson of our
generation. Here's to many more nights
cuddled on the couch with Oscar and
Ellen waiting for the next big surprise.

Joseph Neese is the AssistantArts andReview Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at neese@bcheights.com.
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MOVIES
By

Christina Lepri

Heights Staff

RPREVIW EVIEW

Peek
Sneak

REIGN OVER ME
March 23

Possibly oneofAdamSandler's
most movingroles, playinga man

who loses his entire family and
struggles to pick up the pieces of
his shattered life. B+

THE NANNY
DIARIES April 20
For anyone who lovedthe novel
or has everbabysat for awful kids
andtheirobnoxious parents, this is
the movie for you. A

PREMONITION
March lb
Sandra Bullockis eitherhaving
some seriously bad nightmares or
jumpingthrough time. Even with
the fuzzy plot line, this could turn
out to be a potentially thrilling
film. B

PICTURES

TOUCHSNE

TO

COURTESY

CLOSE-UPON

'Wild Hogs'
The Bad Boy, the Tool-Man, the Grease guy, and the guy married to a
desperate housewife: All in black motorcycle leather.
Ah, the wonders of the openroad. Time and again, moviegoersflock to see American gusto
and Black Dog (starring Meatloaf,
in case you forgot): These films proved that the lessons we learn behind the wheel can be quite
worthwhile. With this mindset, WildHogs desperately attempts to recapture what thosefilms did so well, only in a
not funny, not successful way.
So the moviehas MartinLawrence in it: OK, maybeI
can deal with this. William H. Macy?He's not too shabby,
except that he always plays the same damn, "Hi, I'm Joe
Average"in every film. But Tim Allen?
This is getting harder to stomach. Oh man, and then
there's
Scientologist John Travolta-1 don'tknow whether
Ryan Keefe
to laugh or laugh harder. Four dinks from the suburbs are
done with the mundane aspects of their lives. They decide to have their midlife crisis traveling
across America, getting into allkinds of stupid situations that make us laugh. They even get a
biker gangto dislike them along the way, causing the guys to unite andlearn all about themselves.
Precious.
Don't see this.
Do not see this.
Please do not see Wild Hogs. There really should be no need for me to be saying this, but you
neverknow. We all make mistakes; just don't let Wild Hogs be one of them.

ALMOVIEPHT.C
OF

out there on the highways.Easy Rider, Smokey andthe Bandit,

Ryan Keefe is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at keefer@bcheights.
com.
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Jim Carreyisn't a bad actor. While his most
famous roles in fan favorites such as Dumband
Dumber and Ace Venturamayproduce laughsby
the boatload, he has recently been shining in less
flamboyantroles like Bruce (Almighty) and in Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.
With 23, Carrey went for an even lessDumber-likerole, this time as a
man who'shaunted by, above all things, a book. Unfortunatelyfor Carrey,
critics have little good to say about his shallow performance, although
many admit - including yours truly - that it's probably not entirely his
fault, given directorJoel Schumacher's trackrecord.
Schumachersingle-handedly derailedan entire superhero franchise(it
would take almost 10 years for a Brit to save our Caped Crusader), and
managedto make evenNicolas Cage a pain to watch in 8 MM. It's only
naturalthat he makea capableactor like Carrey appearpaper-thin, not to
mention allowing a potentiallyedgy film like 23 to be overshadowedat
the box office by a dud like GhostRider.
StuartPike is theArts & Review Editorfor The Heights. He welcomes
comments at pikes@bcheights.com.
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Crossword
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1 Org. of Federer
4 Holds firmly
9 Big brass

PUZZL& By Michael Mepham
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20 Actor Carney
21 IT a class by
23 Observed

_

24 Kind of bear
26 Homeschooled?
29 Stories in parts
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instruments

14 That woman
15 Really weird
16 Dizzying designs
17 Poetic
contraction
18 Honshu port
19 Radio response
to "roger"
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Sudoku Answers See Page 11

68 Meese and

Wynn
69 Like some
kitchens
70 Leaks slowly
71 Scottish river

stand up

1
2
3
4

and

STANDOUT

DOWN

Nora's pooch

Baker's dozen
Bothered
Of a hypo-

thetical surface
of the Earth
5 Update a hairdo

6 Tax-sheltered
$$

T WONDER HOW THIS

SPEED DATING!, WORKS
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Write for Arts and Review!
Meetings are Monday's at 5:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest. Send your questions, comments,
and ideas to review@bcheights.com
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7
Peak, CO
8 Whaler's cohort
9 Pull behind
10 News org.
11 Light wood
12 Video-game
parlor
13 Put away, as

I

,

Am Iw as charming as IT
\u25a0

think iI
uuhk

am?
am.

Rpraimp
because

I think I'm pretty

charming.

gear
22 Skedaddled
25 Accomplished
27 Air-travel
watchdog grp.

'

iurn t0 P a Be
to find out if I am.

28 " Miniver"
29 987-65-4321

grp.

30 Mach topper
33 Sink in the
I
middle
37 Derek and
Diddley
46 Coming
38 Gifted
attractions
39 Australian city
40 Dancer Charisse 47 Ernie of golf
48 Unruffled
41 To the point
49 Chanteuse Kitt
42 Place seeds
50 Arrange by
43 Goad
categories
45 Talk louder

I

51 Bulks of bodies
54 Jig or reel
58 Old-time club
60 Big name in
sound systems
62 Luau garland
63 Writer Deighton
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67 Come to pass
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52 Relieved
53 "Unforgiven"
director
55 Atelier stand

?
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31 Changed a gun

Keyboard key
38 Def. mil. grp.
41 Cleo'S killer
44 Date regularly

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
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Media Relations
Hollywood's Super Bowl: An inside at

peek at

the 79th Academy Awards

z&ff&eszr&Kesseff
Best Actress

Best actress

Jennifer Lopez

winner Helen
Mirren also
wins best
dressed.She
was radiant
in a Christian
Lacroix gown
completewith
a gold floral
pattern and
lace, beautiful

nomineeKate
Winsletradiated
the glamour that
should define
the Oscars. In
a pale green
Valentino, she
evoked the look
of the classic
Hollywood
screen siren.

looked like
royalty in her
silk Marchesa
gown,which
was beset with
crystals. With
a haircut to
complement,
this actress
erased
her past
mishaps

although
middleage.

WfmtffMMftt

Anne Hathaway

Kristin Dunst
lookedlike she
escaped from
the zoo before
she was given
a bath with a
sloppyhairstyle
and dressed
in this Chanel

channels her
Devil Wears
Prada character
Andy Sachs,

who arrived
to Runway

magazine sans
any fashion
sense. Her lace
Valentino and
awkwardbow
were misguided.

couture gown

linedwith beads
and linedwith
feathers.

NicoleKidman
proves that she
just can't dress
herself. Her
red Balenciaga
dress is
gorgeous,but
complemented
with a floorlength bow, the
5-10 actress
looks like
Bigfoot.

As we predicted, Helen Mirren
and Jennifer Hudson tookhome the
Oscars for best actress and best supporting actress, respectively. While
it was the male categories that provided the night's biggest surprise, it
was different than expected. Forest
Whitaker captured the best acting
prize for The Last King ofScottland,
while Little Miss Sunshine's Alan
Arkin beatthe seeminglyunstoppable
Eddie Murphy, to win thefilm's sole
prize. Murphy respondedby bowing
out early.

BCTube

By Joseph Neese

Asst. Arts andReview Editor

The night's biggest moments
The top 5 of the night:
1. Martin Scorsese - All there is
to say is "finally!"After six nominations, the director wonhis long overdue award and ascended the stage
with a smile so big that it excited the
hearts of everyone viewing. After
jokingaloud that the votes had been
miscounted, he thankedall ofthefans
who believed in him throughout the
years. His film went on to win Best
Picture.
2. Ellen DeGeneres - From her
eclectic outfits, to her tambourine,to
her offbeat comedic flair, she ruled
the night. For a complete review of
her performance, check out "A second Opinion" on page eight.
3. Al Gore and Melissa Etheridge
- Unlike theGrammyAwards, which
usedtasteless politicalhumor, theOscars found a great balance. The 40.1
million viewerswho were watching
the show found themselves in a state
ofshock, as Gore was setup to deliver
what would be an announcement of
his candidacy for president, but was
comically overpoweredby the endof-time score. After Etheridge's moving performance ofher call-to-arms
ballad, it was such a joy to see the
middle-agedrocker to claim Oscar's
big prize. During her acceptance
speech, she said, "I have to thank Al
Gore for inspiring us, inspiring me,
showing that caring abouttheEarth is
not Republican or Democrat, it's not
red or blue, we are all green."
4. Dreamgirls - Never has there
been so much soul in one room at
one time. The medley of themovie's
trio of nominated songs staged by
Bill Condon, Jennifer Hudson, Beyonce, and Anika Noni Rose gave

the Oscarsthe best performance that
it has seen in ages, as they grooved
and beltedintothe heavens. Hudson
was the night's most moving winner
- a tangible witness of theAmerican
dream, as theformerIdolfinalist won
film's highesthonor.
5. Helen Mirren - The British
dame was not only the year's best
actress, she also was the night's best
speech giver, as she concludedherremarks by humbly saluting the legacy
of Queen Elizabeth.
And the awkward:
1. Ennio Morricone - The video
montage that Oscar prepared for
him was an aesthetic triumph. Then
Celine Dion performed a revamped
version of one of his songs. Translation: vocally strong,yet visually disturbing, as she looked like a glamorous hooker. Morricone's enthusiasm
for winning translated the language
barrier that arose. As he speaks
only Italian, he accepted his award
in the language. The fact that Clint
Eastwoodhad translated his speech
into English from a Teleprompter
destroyed the mood.
2. The interpretive dancers Mixed feelings still arise when
evaluating this group. The modern
dance/contortionist group that presented an image of each nominated
film for best motion picture was an
interesting addition to the Oscars.
3. Jack Nicholson and Diane Keaton - The two actors gaveaway the
awardforBestPicture. Nicholson had
a shavedhead,but more interestingly,
the usually non-glamorousKeaton
wore a dress. The two were sloppy,
looking as though they had a bit of
pre-show fun.

'Idol' Scandal
By Blair Thill

Heights Staff

t's about that time again on
American Idol. The semifinals
B are here on thereality show,
B which means that scandal
H is destined to arrive. In past
m years we have seen contestants
B' drop like flies in this portion of
the competition. Mario Vazquez
left the show in season four amid
the controversy of a possible record
contract. Frenchie Davis was kicked out
of season two after topless photos ofher
were discovered on the Internet. Every year
Simon creates uproar with his outlandish
comments and slanderousremarks about
people's clothes or weight.

This year it is contestantAntonella
Barba that is creatinghubbub a la Frenchie,
with her own racy Internet pictures. Leave
it to the Catholic school girl to be the one
stirring controversy. I should know, because
I sat nextto her every day my freshman
year of Spanish. We wentto school
together, and I have been followingher
progress in the competitionfrom her first
audition. Do not get the wrong impression
-1 actually did not like Antonella in high
school. She sat next to me, not so she could
get to know me better, but so she could
cheat off of me. In otherwords, the sex
scandal did not shock me.
With a previous precedent, one would

think the producers ofAmericanIdol
wouldbe ready to give Antonella the boot.
That notion is wrong, which means that
Frenchie is somewherethrowing a fit. Why
is Antonella still in the competition, when
the pictures she took depict her not only
as topless, but as engagingin questionable
acts? Is it because Simon finds her easier
on the eye? Perhaps, but the truth is that
she might not have enough talent to get to
the next round - not when thereajx?ma?m
women in the competition that have 10
limes more talent.
reasons
she
does
hope
competition
I
because ifshe
what interesting
stories do I
tell everyone I know?

